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ABSTRACT

EQUILIBRIUM AND NON-EQUILIBRIUM CONFORMATION AND

lVflECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF NANOPARTICLE/LINEAR POLYMER BLENDS

By

David Andrew Bohnsack

Fillers with characteristic sizes on the nanometer scale and aspect ratios near unity

are investigated for their potential to enhance the mechanical properties of a linear

amorphous polymer, polystyrene. Four types of nanoparticles with different sizes,

structures, and interactions with the matrix have been investigated to better understand

the particle-polymer interaction and its significance for mechanical property

enhancement. Generally, the particle inclusion increases polymer mobility and free

volume. This is observed through decreases in the glass transition temperature, bulk

modulus, and internal pressure, as well as increases in the free energy anharmonicity, and

strain-to-failure for a sample in tension. The particles behave in a manner similar to a

good solvent, swelling the polymer and increasing chain mobility and sample ductility, an

observation confirmed by neutron scattering. The details of the particle size, loading, and

chemistry introduce other nuances to the polymer-particle behavior. Bulk modulus

increases have been observed for many systems, and a general increase in the energy

dissipation for a sample in tension is observed with nanoparticle addition. The role of the

particles in the orientation of the matrix during uniaxial hot-drawing is studied. In many

cases, it is found that equivalent tensile property enhancement can be achieved under

more moderate processing conditions by the addition of nanoparticles.



I dedicate this work to my Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ. All that I have is from Him, and

all that I do is for Him.
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Chapter I: Introduction

LA. Nanocomposites

The development of techniques to create well-defined structures with

characteristic dimensions less than 100 nm has led to new possibilities for structural

enhancement of polymers. The general strategy for the formulations of these

nanocomposites is similar to traditional composites; a material of higher modulus and

aspect ratio is incorporated into the weaker matrix material with the objective of

concentrating stress on the higher modulus material, thereby strengthening the composite.

A number of types of nanoparticles which have a multitude of properties have received

particular attention. In contrast to this traditional mode of enhancement, we hypothesize

that the small characteristic length scale of these additives and their close proximity to

one another presents the opportunity to alter the structure of the matrix material itself,

thereby strengthening it directly.

The development of characterization techniques suitable for probing length scales

in the nanometer range has given momentum to the design and characterization of

nanocomposites. Microscopy techniques which are different, but complementary to one

another, allow visualization of particles and structures with feature sizes on the order of 1

nm. While microscopy can be used to visualize local features, scattering methods provide

an avenue for evaluating the overall, average, morphology of a given system.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) facilitates visualization of surface

topographies and limited compositional information based on Z-contrast. A key obstacle

in the use of this technique is the need for the sample to be electrically conductive. This

requirement can be circumvented by coating the sample with a thin layer of conductive



material, often gold. Unfortunately, this coating layer may obscure the smallest

topographical features. Environmental SEM (ESEM) can also be used to characterize

insulating samples without the need for a conductive layer. This is achieved by

immersing the sample in a conductive environment, generally water vapor, rather than the

high vacuum used in traditional SEM.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM)

allow the visualization of particles and structures with length scales close to 1 nm. TEM

samples must be sufficiently thin so that the number of scattering events per electron is

close to one. Contrast is achieved in TEM imaging through Z contrast and, to a lesser

degree, mass density. Where sufficient natural contrast is not present, it can be enhanced

through the use of TEM-specific stains. Heavy metal compounds such as 0304 or RuO4

will preferentially bind to certain chemical environments, especially unsaturated carbon-

carbon bonds. This allows Z-contrast to be induced where previously only chemical

differences were present. AFM relies on the physical interaction between a probe having

a radius of curvature less than 20 nm and the sample surface. Primarily used for

profilometry, AFM can also be used as a relative measure of sample stiffness, as regions

of different modulus cause the cantilever tip to oscillate at different frequencies. While

the vertical resolution attainable by AFM is close to 1 nm, the lateral resolution is limited

by the probe tip radius and is often an order of magnitude greater than the vertical

resolution.

In addition to microscopic techniques, scattering methods provide a means to

understand the average size and structure of a particular species. The variety of scattering

methods available — light, x-ray, neutron — ensures that a suitable technique will likely be



available based on the type of contrast that is available for a given sample. A key

advantage of scattering methods is that an average measurement is made over billions of

scatterers, in contrast to microscopy methods with which at most order of one hundred

objects are characterized. While scattering and microscopy are the key methods for

visualizing or deciphering nanostructures, the range of bulk characterization methods also

reveal nanoscale features such as the strength of interaction at nanoscale interfaces or the

presence of free volume.

A number of length scales that are significant in a filled system are affected

greatly by the reduction in the filler size. One such length scale is the interparticle half-

gap, h, which is determined by the particle radius, a, the particle volume fraction, (p, and

the maximum random packing fraction, (pm, for the particle geometry in question.

Eq. 1 Ma = (tom/W —1

For the case of a colloidal (1 pm radius) particle versus a nanoscale (5 nm radius) particle

the reduction in radius at constant volume fraction results in a reduction of the

interparticle half-gap from ~1300 nm to ~7 nm at a modest loading of 5v%. When

included in a matrix of moderately high molecular weight (500 kD) polystyrene, the

interparticle half-gap of the colloidal system is nearly 70 times the radius of gyration (Rg)

of the host polymer, while the half-gap in the nanosize system is only one third of the

polymer’s R3. This geometric evaluation makes it clear that a polymer chain of this

molecular weight could not reside between neighboring nanoparticles without becoming

distorted from its equilibrium conformation. Systems for which the interparticle half-gap

is less than the matrix polymer’s Rg are referred to by us as confined, and have been
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shown to display behavior that is substantially different than that of the neat polymer or

of a traditionally modeled system.

A decrease of the individual particle size at constant volume fraction naturally

also increases the number concentration of particles. For the present example of a

colloidal versus nanoscale particle, the number concentration is increased by a factor of

8 x 106, which obviously increases the surface area for interaction. If one assumes that

the polymer within a certain layer thickness, 1, is directly affected by the presence of the

particle, then the increase in surface area will also increase this volume of interaction. In

fact, if one assumes that the thickness of the interaction is similar to the Kuhn segment

length of the polymer - 1.8 nm for polystyrene — then for the present example of the

colloidal versus nanoscale filler the interaction volume increases by a factor of 240 for

the nanoscale filler over the colloidal filler and can represent ~3 % of the volume for the

nanoscale system.

LB. Motivation

Much effort has been devoted to mimicking the hierarchical structures

demonstrated by natural systems which often exhibit key features in the nanometer size

range. The controlled liquid crystallinity of silkworm1 and spiderz'4 silk has been studied

as a potential route to high modulus synthetic fibers5 and the layered structure of hard and

soft components in nacre has been studied6 in hopes of achieving a similarly strong

material through structural control of synthetic composite materials. The recognition that

these naturally occurring systems that exhibit desirable end-use properties rely heavily on

the structures and interactions that occur over nanometer length-scales lends further

credence to the importance of controlling these behaviors in synthetic systems.



One product area that is especially appealing for the application of

nanocomposites is protective materials, especially body armor. The ability to produce

synthetic fibers with very high modulus supports the development of woven fabrics that

can be used as body armor. Kevlar, for example, has been used to achieve extremely high

modulus predominantly through strong interchain hydrogen bonding between the

polyaramid chains which is enhanced by the polymer chain alignment.7 Ultra—high

molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE), sold commercially as Dyneema or Spectra,

owes its very high impact strength to the extreme length of its chains and their high

parallel orientation (up to 95%).

In addition to high modulus materials, flexible fibers that effectively dissipate

energy prior to failure are needed as restraints. These restraint and cushion materials must

deform to gently bring their cargo to a stop in the event of a sudden impact or change in

velocity.

It has been found that, in some cases, the addition of nanoparticles to a polymer

can reduce the polymer’s viscosity,8' 9 resulting in a reduction of energy needed for

processes like extrusion and injection molding. While this is beneficial from a processing

standpoint, in order to be industrially viable the additives must, at the least, not diminish

the end use properties of the product. Particles that also provide an improvement to the

end use properties in addition to facilitating processing would be particularly desirable.

I.C. Equilibrium interactions between particles and polymers

The ability to uniformly disperse nanoparticles within a linear polymer matrix is

significant for the development of functional polymer composites, as well as a new route

to enhanced processing or end—use properties through nanoparticulate additives. While



the phase stability of these blends has been studied,10 the filler-particle interaction of the

binary system is insufficiently understood. Some effort has been devoted to the

interactions of nanocomposites of inorganic fillers with high aspect ratios.”14 These

studies often involve melt-compounded clays with high surface energy and a strong

attractive interaction with the polymer melt. Due to the strong van der Waals forces

present between individual clay sheets, adequate exfoliation of the sheets and subsequent

intercalation of the polymer between the sheets is often problematic. Once these obstacles

are overcome, the frequent result is a tendency towards adsorption of the polymer on the

clay surface, resulting in the “hairy clay platelet” structure which has an abnormally high

polymer density at the clay surface.

The situation of a filler particle with an aspect ratio approaching unity and a

characteristic length on the nanometer scale is much different, as it lacks the large smooth

surface that leads to a concentration of van der Waals forces. A considerable amount of

theoretical and simulation work has been devoted to understand the conformation and

behavior of a polymer chain confined near a spherical surface.”'19 In molecular dynamics

simulations of a rigid spherical particle in a polymer matrix, Brown et al.20 showed that

the polymer can orient parallel to the particle surface, leading to radial density

fluctuations very close to the particle surface. This interphase region has a reduced bulk

modulus due to the distortion of the melt structure and regions of low density. Very high

loadings of the nanoparticle result in a high volume fraction of this interphase which

reduces the total bulk modulus to a value less than that of the neat polymer.

Papakonstantopoulos et al.18 studied the effect of the polymer-particle interaction force,

finding that attractive polymer-particle interactions lead to the formation of a glassy
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interphase layer around the particle, increasing the shear and Young’s moduli. Repulsive

particle-polymer interactions, on the other hand, produced an interphase region with a

modulus less than the bulk, surrounded by a region with modulus greater than the bulk.

The net effect of this is reduction of the overall modulus and glass transition temperature

of the composite system. These simulations are computationally difficult, however,

especially because the time scale of large polymer relaxation is much greater than the

time scales that can generally be probed by molecular dynamics simulations.” 22 The

alternatives to rigorous simulations of long chain polymers include limiting simulations

to oligomeric systems which may overlook entanglement or entropic effects,18 or

simulating only a few phantom chains by attempting to mimic the behavior of a single

chain in a continuum melt.l7

While simulation efforts have shed light on the problem, there is less

experimental work devoted to this situation of spherical fillers with radii less than or

equal to the R8 of the matrix polymer.23 In one case described by Merkel et al.,23

spherical fumed silica particles were incorporated into a membrane material of glassy,

amorphous poly(4-methyl-2-pentyne). The result was an increase in the gas permeability

and an increase in the size of one type of free-volume void as observed by positron

annihilation lifetime spectroscopy (PALS). By performing similar tests with particles of

varying size but constant volume fraction, it was concluded that smaller particles cause

greater disruption to the polymer matrix, likely due to their increased surface area. The

maximum particle size that affected a change in the free volume or permeability for this

system was found to be 50 nm.



The glass transition temperature (Tg) is an indicator of polymer chain mobility in

amorphous polymers. More mobile chains require less thermal energy to initiate the

Brownian motion of 20 to 50 carbon atoms that is characteristic of a material above its

Tg.24 This transition is sensitive to the polymer’s chemical structure and molecular

weight, as well as the environment in which it is located. Studies have shown that placing

a polymer in a thin film, pore, or other confined geometry alters its conformation

sufficiently to change the Tg.25'27 Studies of the effect of nanofillers on the glass

transition temperature have shown that they can increase or decrease Tg by as much as

30 °C.28

In a study of PDMS networks filled with 10 nm silica particles, Fragiadakis et

al.29 found that the Tg was not significantly changed, but the shape of the calorimetric

step change was altered with the particle addition. Dielectric measurements confirmed the

presence of a second slower (rt-relaxation indicative of the restricted motion of polymer

chains near the particle surface.

Bansal et al.30 studied the effect of wetting behavior on Tg of nanocomposites by

grafting oligomeric polystyrene chains onto silica spheres in a polystyrene matrix. By

increasing the molecular weight of the matrix polymer, the system transitions from

wetting to dewetting behavior. In the case of the low molecular weight, wetting system,

the strong interface reduced chain mobility and increased the Tg by as much as 4 0C. The

high molecular weight, dewetting system showed a T8 reduction of as much as 4 °C,

caused by the introduction of a free interface that increased chain mobility at each

particle surface. This behavior is similar to the behavior observed for T1; changes in thin

polymer films.31 In similar work, Rittigstein and Torkelson32 prepared nanoparticle filled





films and observed the change in both Tg and physical aging rate. For poly(2-vinyl

pyridine) filled with 47 nm alumina particles which had an attractive wetting interaction

the Tg increased by 16 °C and the rate of physical aging, another measure of molecular

mobility, decreased by a factor of 17. A non-wetting system of alumina particles in

poly(methyl methacrylate) showed a Tg reduction of 5 °C and the same particles in

polystyrene had a wetting, but not attractive interaction, causing the TS to be unchanged

by the particle addition.

Another method of nanoparticle inclusion is grafting particles directly onto

polymer chains as random copolymers, a method often employed with polyhedral

oligomeric silsesquioxane (POSS). Xu et al.33 studied the thermal effect of POSS

inclusion with poly(acetoxystyrene) (PAS). Their study revealed competing and adverse

effects on Tg; at low POSS concentration, the POSS disrupted the dipole-dipole

interaction of the PAS chain, decreasing the Tg. At higher POSS concentration the Tg

increased as dipole-dipole interactions between POSS and polar PAS moieties became

more significant.

LD. Alignment of neat polymers

Introducing global alignment to otherwise amorphous materials is known to

increase their tensile strength in the direction of alignment.“ 35 This has been

demonstrated for linear polymers by introducing axial strain to a sample above its Tg,

then quenching it well below Tg, locking the polymeric chains in their nonequilibrium

anisotropic conformation. This process is representative of typical polymer processing

methods that consist of fiber formation by either melt or gel spinning, followed by hot-

stretching which is controlled by passage over rollers that move at progressively



increasing speed. The process is completed by cooling the sample through immersion in a

low temperature bath and optional cold—stretching below Tg (Figure H).35
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Figure I-l. Typical process for fiber stretching. Extruded fibers pass over rollers that turn

at controlled, increasing speeds. This difference in roller speed induces strain, and therefore

alignment, in the fiber spinning direction.

 

  
 

In addition to a simple increase in tensile modulus or ultimate tensile strength,

chain alignment by hot-stretching has been shown to increase the material’s strain—to-

failure. At low draw ratios, this is manifested as an incremental increase in the strain-to-

failure, while still fracturing by the brittle mechanism that is expected for amorphous

polymers below their Tg. At higher draw ratios, a change is typically seen in the failure

mechanism as the sample begins to exhibit ductile fracture behavior. The stress-strain

curves for PS 393 kD are shown in Figure I-2 for samples processed to a number of hot

draw ratios. Ductile failure initiates after a maximum in the stress-strain curve after

which the sample cross—section decreases locally, creating a “neck” in the sample which

propagates along the sample in the stretch direction as plastic deformation proceeds.
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Figure [-2. The room temperature stress-strain curves of unfilled PS 393 kD drawn in

tension at five hot draw ratios. PS processed to a hot draw ratio of 2 or greater exhibits

ductile failure where a less oriented specimen fails by a brittle process.

The origin of ductility and necking — a schematic illustration of the morphological

changes and corresponding stress-strain response is depicted in Figure I-3 — in aligned

samples is attributed to an increase in the ability of the sample to distribute stress along

the length of the sample.36' 37 Whereas an isotropic sample concentrates stress at sample

flaws or cross-sectional area minima, a sample with axial orientation can distribute stress

along the polymer chain backbone which is aligned in the stress direction. This more

even distribution of stress means that regions of the sample with sufficient local freedom

to deform can do so, relieving stress from those regions without sufficient mobility to

deform without fracturing.
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Figure [-3. Schematic depiction of a typical necking process. Regions i and vi are regions of

primarily elastic deformation, while regions ii, iii, iv, and v are regions of primarily plastic

deformation. The initiation of a necked region (ii and iv) and the propagation of those

regions (iii and v) are demonstrated by a series of plateaus in the engineering stress.
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LE. Objectives

In the present work, blends of linear polystyrene with four primary types of

nanoparticles are investigated. The blends are investigated in their equilibrium state by

DSC and PVT. The tensile properties of the blends are also measured in both their

equilibrium state and in their non-equilibrium state following chain alignment by uniaxial

hot drawing. In some cases, the conformation of the polymer chain following this

alignment process is evaluated by small angle neutron scattering. Cross-linked

polystyrene nanoparticles (PSNP) are used as an enthalpically simple system with

moderate particle stiffness. Buckminsterfullerenes (C60) are rigid, high modulus particles

with a size scale much smaller than PSNP. Hyperbranched polyethylene macromolecules

(PELP) are a low modulus filler with an unfavorable interaction with PS. Finally,

pyridine stabilized cadmium selenide nanocrystals are rigid particles with a size scale

comparable to PSNP.

13





Chapter II: The effect of intramolecularly cross-linked

polystyrene nanoparticles on the thermal and mechanical

properties of linear polystyrene.

ILA. Introduction

A key factor in any study of composites is the enthalpic interaction between the

host matrix and the filler particle. In the case of traditional composites with macroscopic

fillers this interaction is largely responsible for the filler-matrix bonding that dictates how

well stress will be transferred across the interface. Poor interaction leads to poor stress

transfer, weakening the material. The issue of chemical compatibility becomes even more

important as the filler size is reduced, increasing the interfacial area and decreasing the

interparticle gap at equivalent volume fraction as well as increasing the particle mobility.

An unfavorable interaction will cause the filler and matrix to phase separate, leading to

an inhomogeneous dispersion and the reduction of mechanical properties. In addition to

the thermodynamics, the average interparticle gap is important to any analysis of a

system filled with nanometer-scale particulates since small gaps can lead to depletion

flocculation. The gap, 2h, is given by the equation

Eq. 2 Ma = (com/w)“ —1

and depends on the particle radius, a, the particle volume fraction, (p, and the maximum

packing fraction for the particle geometry, (pm.

The unfavorable interaction state is often ameliorated by chemically attaching a

species that interacts favorably with the matrix to the exterior of the filler particle. In the

case of polymer nanocomposites, the stabilizing species is often an oligomeric chain of

the matrix polymer. This strategy is often successful for enhancing the stability of the

system but, in addition to adding a synthetic obstacle, this strategy complicates analysis

14



by introducing a third, often ill-defined phase. Furthermore, the stabilizing ligand

generally does not possess the desired reinforcing character of the filler particle, thereby

acting against the desired effect of composite formulation.

One way to circumvent the practical difficulties of ligand stabilization is to

synthesize a nanoparticle that is itself chemically similar to the matrix polymer. Harth er

al.38 demonstrated a method for preparing cross—linked nanoparticles with well defined

sizes that are chemically similar to polystyrene (PS). This is accomplished by producing a

random copolymer of styrene with benzocyclobutene (BCB). The butyl group on the

BCB moiety can be thermally activated for potential cross-linking, leading it to bond with

a similarly activated group located elsewhere on the same chain. By activating the

reaction under ultra-dilute conditions it can be assured that each copolymer chain will

cross-link only with itself, producing an intramolecularly cross-linked nanoparticle that

has a well-defined size and is chemically similar to polystyrene. The degree of cross-

linking, and therefore the extent to which the macromolecule behaves in a manner more

consistent with a particle than a Gaussian chain, is controlled by the relative proportion of

BCB to styrene. While the ideal reaction cross-linking reaction is one in which two

identical cross-linking groups bond with one another, this is not the only possible

outcome. The activated cross-linking moiety may also capture a styrene backbone

hydrogen and bind at this newly activated site along the backbone. While this does not

functionally change the resulting product - an intramolecularly cross-linked structure is

created in either case — it should be noted that the structure may vary from the idealized

scheme, a representation of which is shown in Figure ILL
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Figure 11-1. Cross-linked polystyrene nanoparticles are synthesized from a random

copolymer of styrene and benzocyclobutene (BCB). When thermally activated, the BCB

groups bond with one another to form an intramolecularly cross-linked particle.

In the present study, the nature of the polymer-particle interaction is studied by

equilibrium DSC and PVT measurements. These complimentary techniques are used to

elucidate the system mobility and the introduction of free volume to the system by PSNP

addition.

The addition of the polystyrene nanoparticles (PSNP) to linear PS has been shown

. -4
prevrously39 2 to decrease the viscosity of the melt, aiding processing. Evidence that

these particles don’t diminish the mechanical performance of the polymer, or that they

even improve it, would lend additional credence to the application of these particles as

processing aids. To this end, the solid-state mechanical properties of the PS/PSNP blends

in tension are also examined. Specifically, a hot drawing scheme that approximates an

industrial fiber spinning process is used to understand how the PSNP influences the non-

equilibrium alignment of PS chains.

II.B. Experimental

Polystyrene standards were purchased from Scientific Polymer Products (Ontario,

NY). Intramolecularly cross-linked polystyrene nanoparticles were synthesized according
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to the process described by Harth er al.9 The particles contained potentially cross-linking

benzocyclobutane (BCB) groups randomly distributed along the chain in a ratio of 4

styrene monomers: l BCB. Particle molecular weight values and distributions were

measured by an HPLC system with a Wyatt Technologies (Santa Barbara, CA) DAWN

EOS static light scattering detector, and an Optilab Rex refractive index detector.

Samples for HPLC were prepared in tetrahydrofuran and filtered through 0.02 pm filters

prior to characterization.

Table 11-]: Molecular weights and distributions of linear polystyrene and

intramolecularly cross-linked polystyrene nanoparticles
 

  

Sample Name Mw (g/mol) Mn_(_g/mol) PDI Rfl (nm)*

PS 393,400 339,140 1.16 17.3

PSNP 4lkD 42,520 41,090 1.04 2.5

PSNP 78 kD 89,020 77,830 1.14 3.1

PSNP 211 kD 278,400 211,200 1.32 4.3

* R3 for the linear polymer is based on molecular weight of PS. Radii for particles are

based on the bulk density of PS

Linear polymer/nanoparticle blends were made by dissolving both the linear

polymer and nanoparticle in a mutual solvent, toluene. The solution was then dripped into

a mutual non-solvent, methanol, where the polymer and nanoparticles rapidly

precipitated, forming an intimately mixed, homogeneous dispersion of nanoparticles in

the linear polymer.43 After removing the majority of the liquid from the sample by

decanting and vacuum filtration with copious methanol rinsing, the blend was dried for a

week in an oven at 50 °C and under rough vacuum.

Differential scanning calorimetry measurements were conducted using a TA

Instruments (New Castle, DE) Q-1000. The instrument was fully calibrated using indium

and sapphire standards. All tests were conducted using the modulated DSC (MDSC)

17
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heat-only test type with a modulation period of 40 s and an overall heating rate of 5 °C

min'1 under a nitrogen atmosphere. Each sample was heated three times to erase the

thermal effects of processing and measurements were taken from the third heating. The

glass transition temperature is reported as the inflection of the step change in reversible

heat flow as a function of temperature. The onset and offset points of the transition are

indicated in the figure as bars above and below the point.

Pressure-Volume-Temperature measurements were conducted using a Gnomix

(Boulder, CO) bellows type PVT apparatus.44 This automated, programmable instrument

was used to measure the change in specific volume to within 0.0001 cm3 g'1 as a function

of pressure and temperature in an operating range of 10-200 MPa and ambient to 400 °C.

A hydrostatic pressure is achieved by immersing the sample in an inert confining fluid

(mercury), which is contained in a steel sample cell at one end of which is a steel bellows

of known cross-sectional area. The sample is prevented from adhering to the side of the

sample cell — which would result in only a quasi-hydrostatic pressure — by placing the

sample in a flexible Nickel foil cup. Expansion of the sample, confining fluid, and sample

cup are translated to the bellows, which deforms linearly, allowing quantitative

observation of the change in sample volume as a function of pressure and temperature in

both the solid and melt states. The measured quantity is the change in sample specific

volume, AV. The actual specific volume, V, is the sum of the measured AV and the

specific volume at the initial test condition, Vo_ Because the minimum test pressure is 10

MPa, an extrapolation of AV to zero pressure was used to ascertain the true specific

volume under ambient conditions. The sample specific volume at zero pressure was

determined based on the buoyancy of the sample in water, according to a procedure
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adapted from ASTMD792. Prior to data collection, the sample was allowed to anneal

within the PVT cell for one hour at 150 °C to ensure that all measured properties were

equilibrium properties, and not influenced by processing conditions. Data were collected

using isothermal run cycles from 10 to 200 MPa and distributed at 10 °C increments from

30 °C to 200 °C; isothermal run cycles were used to prevent sample degradation at high

test temperatures from influencing subsequent runs.

Samples for PVT analysis were made by compression molding 200 - 400 mg

cylinders under vacuum to ensure that air was not incorporated into the sample. All

samples were annealed at 180 °C under no pressure for an hour or more to ensure that

polymer chains had sufficient time to relax and equilibrate prior to testing. A sufficient

number of cylinders were pressed to make the total sample size 1 g, the standard size for

PVT measurement.

Samples for mechanical testing were prepared by compression molding a void-

free pellet under vacuum. All samples were annealed at 180 °C for one hour or more to

ensure that polymer chains had sufficient time to relax prior to the next processing step.

Thin (ca. 0.3 mm) sheets were made by pressing the pellet in a sheet press at 160 °C

under a load of ca. 1 ton. Sheet thickness was dictated by placing steel shim stock

between the press plates. Sheets were annealed after pressing at 160 °C for two hours.

Rectangular strips were cut from the subsequent sheet using a razor blade with the sample

carefully positioned on a hard cutting surface to prevent any torsional stresses during

trimming. Dog bone shaped specimens were avoided, as they would unduly complicate

subsequent processing.
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Uniaxial processing was conducted using TA Instruments (New Castle, DE) RSA

3. Rectangular samples were affixed to the rectangular film sample geometry and heated

to the processing temperature (115 °C, ca. Tg + 10 °C) and allowed to equilibrate for 8

min. After heating, the gap was increased to take up slack in the sample caused by

thermal expansion of the tool and sample. The sample was then subjected to a constant

Hencky strain rate of 0.1 s'1 (8n = L‘1 (dL/dt». The draw ratio 0. = 111.0) was

predetermined by setting the sample deformation time. Once the deformation was

complete the sample was cooled using the instrument’s forced air environmental control

unit followed by exposure to ambient lab air. Cooling to below Tg generally occurred in

less than 15 s, with cooling to ambient temperature happening within 3 min. During this

time, the grips were held in place to prevent gross chain retraction. Samples were

removed from the instrument and measured to determine the minimum deformed cross-

sectional area. While the deformation surfaces were not uniformly parallel, a region in

the midsection of the sample usually had parallel surfaces, and this was the region used

for subsequent tensile testing.

Mechanical testing was carried out using a TA Instruments (New Castle, DE)

RSA 3 at ambient conditions and a constant Hencky strain rate of 0.01 3". Strain values

were corrected for the measured compliance of the instrument and Young’s modulus was

computed from the slope of the low strain linear region of the stress-strain curve. Many

stress-strain curves exhibit a toe region at low strains that is not indicative of any material

property, rather it is due to the take-up of sample slack at the test start. This deviation

from zero strain is corrected by extrapolating the linear portion of the stress-strain curve

to zero stress and setting this point as the strain origin. Tensile Energy to Break was
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computed as the numerical integral of the stress-strain curve from the corrected strain

origin to the breaking strain. All mechanical properties are computed as the average of

three to five samples with error bars indicating the standard error between measurements.

II.C. Results and Discussion

II.C.1.Equilibrium Thermal Analysis

The glass transition temperature (Tg) is an indicator of polymer chain mobility in

amorphous polymers. More mobile chains require less thermal energy to initiate the

Brownian motion of 20 to 50 carbon atoms that is characteristic of a material above its

Tg.24 This transition is sensitive to the polymer’s chemical structure and molecular

weight, as well as the environment in which it is located. Studies have shown that placing

a polymer in a thin film, pore, or other confined geometry alters its conformation

sufficiently to change the Tg.25'27 One possible route to increase chain mobility is an

increase of free volume. As obstacles to motion are reduced, especially by the

introduction of unoccupied area (free volume), the thermal energy needed to initiate free

motion of the amorphous chains is decreased, leading to a reduction in the glass transition

temperature.

The effect of three PSNP sizes on the glass transition temperature (Tg) of

polystyrene is shown as a function of particle volume fraction in (Figure H-2). In all three

cases the TS is decreased by nanoparticle addition at low (1%) loadings. At higher

loadings the glass transition temperature increases, eventually surpassing that of the neat

polymer. The glass transition temperatures of the PSNP particles themselves are 15 to 20

°C greater than polystyrene. A general, rule of mixtures, approach to the T8 of the

polymer-particle blend would suggest that the glass transition temperature of the blends
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should increase in a linear fashion between the Tg of polystyrene and the Tg of the pure

particles as a function of the volume fraction, (p, of the particle.
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Figure 11-2. Change in glass transition with addition of PSNP. At low loadings the T: is

reduced, contrary to the prediction based on relative weight fraction (indicated by open

symbols and dashed lines), suggesting additional molecular mobility at the particle

interface. Error bars indicate the initiation and completion temperatures of the glass

transition process.

Eq- 3 Tg(<p) = (l - (p) x Tg(<p=0) + (p x Tg(q>=l)

This expected behavior is shown in the figure for comparison.

In this enthalpically simple case of PSNP in PS the Tg decreases slightly (ca.

2 °C) at 1v% loading, then increases as the loading increases. While the samples are

confined (h < Rg) even at 1v%, the interparticle half-gap is greater than the radius of the

filler particle (h > a). At loadings for which the Tg increases to PS’s unfilled value, the
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interparticle half-gap has been reduced to be less than the nanoparticle radius (h < a),

suggesting that a rogue nanoparticle would be hindered in its attempt to diffuse freely

though the polymer/nanoparticle medium. Previous measurements45 of the diffusivity of

nanometer-sized CdSe nanocrystals have shown the nanoparticles to diffuse anomalously

fast. If particle diffusion plays a significant role in the overall mobility of the system,

then this critical “jamming,” which occurs at (p Z 8%, would understandably contribute to

a reduction of system mobility and an increase in T8 when h < a. While this condition

serves as a helpful benchmark, interparticle interference to diffusion may become

operable at loadings even less than that.

The DSC traces of the individual species and blends of the two also shed light on

the quality of dispersion. Figure 11-3 shows the DSC traces of PS 393 kD, PSNP 78 kD,

and a blend of 5% PSNP 78 kD in PS 393 kD. The step change in the reversible heat flow

that is indicative of the glass transition is clearly visible for all three samples between 100

and 135 °C. The step change of the PSNP trace is more broad, and an endothermic

melting peak is seen near 20 °C. The trace for the PS-PSNP blend shows a single Tg and

no apparent melting peaks, suggesting phase stability. Phase separated samples, on the

other hand, often show the distinct features of the constituent species. While the DSC

trace is not a guarantee of phase behavior,46 it is a good indicator.
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Figure 11-3. DSC traces for PS, PSNP 78 kD, and a 5% blend of PSNP 78 kD in PS.

The overall compressibility of the system and its volumetric response to changes

in temperature and pressure are sensitive to internal structure and the presence of void

space. Engineering properties of interest that can be derived from PVT data are the bulk

modulus, K = —V(6P/6V)T, and the coefficient of thermal expansion,47 or = V"(6V/6T)p.

In the case of the bulk modulus, changes brought about by particle addition result from

the interplay of two competing factors. Due to their intramolecularly cross-linked

structure, the PSNP are expected to have a bulk modulus greater than that of the

analogous linear polymer. This tendency toward more rigid, solid-like behavior has been

observed through the elevated T8 of the particle compared to PS and through their flow

behavior,48 exhibiting a yield stress rather than acting as a simple viscoelastic fluid.

However, the presence of free volume at the particle surface in the blend, as suggested by
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the reduction of Tg, simultaneously reduces the bulk modulus of the nanocomposite. In

the case of PSNP 78kD in PS it appears that these two factors are well-balanced, resulting

in a modest reduction in K0, the bulk modulus extrapolated to zero pressure, at 200 °C

(Figure 11-4). In fact, while PVT measurements are only strictly valid in the melt state,

where pressure is uniformly hydrostatic, similar trends are also observed for the solid

state bulk modulus, measured at 50 °C (Figure II-4a). The reduction of the bulk modulus

provides strong evidence in support of an increase in free volume caused by PSNP

incorporation; if there were no additional free volume introduced, K0 would certainly be

increased by the addition of these semi-rigid macromolecules (Figure II-4b).
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linked particles tend to decrease the bulk modulus and increase the thermal expansivity

slightly (a). These two effects are suggestive of the introduction of a small region of

unoccupied volume around the surface of the fillers. Similar trends are seen in the bulk

modulus both above (200 °C) and below (50 °C) the glass transition temperature. Prediction

of the bulk modulus with a free volume layer of 1.2 nm provides a satisfactory fit to the

measured bulk modulus at 200 °C (b). The prediction for no free volume is for an increase

in K), which is not observed.

If an estimate of the bulk modulus for the nanoparticles is assumed, a relative

amount of free volume present in the sample can be computed based on a volumetric
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average of the moduli of the three components: the continuous PS (0), particulate PSNP

(p), and free volume (f).

Eq.4 1=tpc+tpp+tpr

Eq.5 Ko=<ppKo.p+<pcKo.c

The known bulk modulus of the composite, K0, and the nominal volume fraction of filler,

(pm, p, can be used to calculate the free volume fraction.

Eq. 6 (pa, p=Vp/(Vp + V)

Eq. 7 cm = 1 — Ko[(1'(Pn,p)K0,c + «p... p K... .1"

If one assumes that the free volume is concentrated in an even layer around the particle,

with a radius a, the free volume layer thickness, If, can also be calculated.

Eq. 8 If: a me. + (Pf)(pp2)lB/(pp)-1]

It is likely that the presence of cross-linking increases the bulk modulus of the

particle beyond that of simple PS, so the pure polymer’s bulk modulus of 1.13 GPa is

used as a lower bound on the bulk modulus of PSNP. One might estimate that the

modulus scales as the coordination number. Monomers of the unfilled polymer have an

average coordination number of 2, while the monomers of the cross-linked particle have

an average coordination number of 2.2, based on 20% of the monomers having a nominal

coordination number of 3. This leads to a scaled estimate of the particles bulk modulus of

1.24 GPa which serves as a conservative upper-bound. Based on these values, the

average thickness of the excluded volume shell (Figure 11-5) around each particle is

between 0.65 and 1.8 nm. Volumetric estimates of the bulk modulus based on a PSNP

bulk modulus of 1.24 GPa and free volume layer thickness of 1.2 nm lie within the

experimental error of the bulk modulus measurements of the PS-PSNP blends (Figure
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II-4b). A similar free volume size can be calculated from the solid state bulk modulus and

values of this calculation are tabulated in Appendix A.
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Figure “-5. Schematic representation of a particle (p) surrounded by a layer of free volume

(1') within a continuous matrix phase (c). The particle has a radius, a, and the free volume

region has a thickness, 1;.

The calculation of increased free volume according to the bulk modulus is

supported by the observed increase in the thermal expansivity (Figure H-4a), which has

been attributed to an increase in the overall free volume of a sample.”52

In addition to the value of bulk modulus at zero pressure, it is instructive to

measure the slope of the bulk modulus as a function of pressure close to zero pressure, K1

(Figure 11-6). For PSNP 78kD in PS 393kD at low loading (1% to 2.5%) the value of K;
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appears to change little compared to the unfilled polymer. However, at a volume fraction

of 5% the value of K1 increases by ca. 10%.
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Figure II-6. The free volume asymmetry number, and internal pressure as function of PSNP

78kD volume fraction in PS 393kD. The free volume asymmetry number is increased with

nanoparticle addition, suggesting an increased energetic penalty to compression as

compared to dilation. The internal pressure is decreased by particle addition, consistent

with a decrease in the strength of intermolecular interactions.

The quantity, K1, is related to the shape of the free energy minimum and is

referred to as the free energy anharrnonicity.53 A K1 value of five is equivalent to a

harmonic potential, for which compression and dilation are equally favorable processes.

However, intuition and experience suggest that K; is generally greater than five,

consistent with a material for which dilation is favored relative to compression. Typical

K. values for polymeric materials are 11.0 i 1.5.53 It has been shown through the
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reduction of Tg and K0 that the addition of PSNP introduces a driving force towards free-

volume expansion within the nanocomposite. This driving force is also manifested in an

increase in the free-volume anharmonicty, K, as the system becomes increasingly biased

towards dilation over compression. The shape for of the dimensionless free-energy as a

function of relative density is shown in Figure II-7 for three value of K1, the harmonic

potential, and the values for unfilled PS and PS filled with 5% PSNP 78 kD. The free

energy contour illustrates the increasing bias towards dilation compared to compression.
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potential shows an equivalent free energy change for compression or dilation. The addition

of PSNP 78kD is seen to exacerbate the asymmetry of the free energy profile, with dilation

being energetically favored over compression.

 

In addition to the shape of the free energy well, the sensitivity of internal energy

to volumetric changes can be calculated from PVT data. This sensitivity is defined as the
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internal pressure, Pi.“ The internal pressure is not a direct measure of the magnitude of

intermolecular interaction energy, but rather a measure of the response of this energy to a

change in volume.52 The direct measure of the interaction energy between molecules is

the Cohesive Energy Density (CED) which is defined55 as

Eq. 9 CED = UN

In the past, the difference between CED and P,- has sometimes been wrongly neglected

and values of Pi have been used for CED. While not strictly correct, it was shown by

Hildebrand et (11.56 that the ratio, n, of P,- to CED is approximately one for low molecular

weight liquids. In further analysis Sauer and Dec55 showed for a number of polymeric

materials that n is between 0.88 and 1.35.

The internal pressure is strictly defined as the response of the internal energy to a

change in volume:

Eq. 10 P,- E (0U/6V)T

Eq. 11. P,- = T (6S/6V)r - P

The internal pressure can also be written as the difference between the thermal pressure

(TdK) and the system pressure (P).

Eq. 12 P, = TaK - P

As free volume is increased in a system, additional regions are introduced for stress relief

in the event of a change in volume. This diminishes the system’s energetic response to

changes in volume, and therefore reduces P,-. This effect is observed for the PS-PSNP

78kD system. Similar to the change in T8, at extremely low loadings (1%) the mobility of

the system is maximized, reflected by a nearly 30% decrease in P,-. Much like the trend

seen in Tg, this reduction becomes less drastic at higher particle loadings, increasing
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slightly compared to the 1% blend. This confirms the notion that optimum mobility

enhancement occurs at very low particle loadings for which free volume introduction

dominates, prior to particle crowding effects becoming more significant.

II.C.2.Non-Equilibrium Tensile Behavior

The observed increase of free volume with PSNP addition has consequences for

the tensile behavior of the nanocomposite material. The presence of nanometer sized

voids that increase polymer mobility in a material encourages plasticization of the matrix.

51' 57’ 58 The even distribution of stress across the sample may prevent the stress

concentration at a specific larger flaw that otherwise leads to stress concentration and

failure.59’ 60 This increase in ductility may manifest itself as an incremental change in the

strain-to-failure, 8f, or it may result in a shift in the failure mechanism. In concert with the

stress distribution brought about by the small, homogeneous regions of low density (free

volume), alignment of the matrix polymer has been shown to promote stress propagation

in the direction of orientation. In its unprocessed state, unfilled PS 393kD fails by the

low-strain brittle mechanism that is typical for amorphous polymer below their Tg. When

sufficiently oriented (11:2 for the processing conditions of the current study) by a hot

drawing process, PS undergoes ductile failure characterized by neck formation and

failure at higher strain values.

Studying the solid state stress-strain curves of the nanocomposites reveals that

blends of PS with the two larger PSNP types fail by the ductile mechanism at a lower

draw ratio 01:1.75) than the unfilled system (Figure II-8). While stress-strain curves are

only shown for 1% loading, PSNP 78kD and PSNP 211kD also exhibit ductile failure at

1.21.75 for 5% loading. The transition to ductility occurs when the stress to flow initiation
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is less than the stress to failure. This shift may be due to an increase in alignment, the

added stress distribution facilitated by the particle-induced free volume increase, or a

combination of the two.
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Figure 11-8. Stress-strain curves for unfilled polystyrene and polystyrene filled with three

different PSNP types, each processed to a hot draw ratio of 1.75. The two larger PSNP

species induce ductile failure under conditions for which the unfilled polymer and the

polymer filled with PSNP 41 kD fail by a brittle mechanism at low strains.

In addition to the shift in fracture mechanism to increase ductility, 8f is increased

for the particle blends at low to moderate draw ratios (Figure II-9b). From the stand-point

of material design, this increase in ductility also increases the Tensile Energy to Break

(TEB) (Figure II-9d). This is an attractive benefit for the design of safety devices that

need to effectively dissipate energy before failure. The increases in toughness and
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ductility are primarily applicable for low to moderate (k5) draw ratios. At higher draw

ratios, the polymer chain is oriented to such a degree that stress is being applied more

directly along the chain back-bone.“ 35 In this case, stress relief by increased mobility

can do little to ameliorate the strain being applied directly to the rigid covalent bonds.
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Figure “-9. The Young's Modulus (a), strain to failure (b), ultimate tensile strength (c), and

tensile energy to break (d) of hot-drawn PS 393 kD with PSNP as a function of hot draw

ratio. Larger PSNP species have very little effect on Young's Modulus or ultimate tensile

strength, while smaller (41 kD) particles increase these properties for the unprocessed and

slightly processed case. The ductility (b) is increased for all cases at low draw ratios and at

all draw ratios for PSNP 78 kD, which gives rise to an increase in the material toughness

(d).
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Also, it should be noted that the most substantial increases in ductility occur for

the 1% blend of PSNP 78kD in PS. The low loading, 1% blend was also shown by

changes in T8 and P,- to be most effective at improving system mobility, a key factor in

enhancing ductility. Higher loadings, which were previously associated with the

development of interparticle interference effects, show a reduction in TEB relative to

PSNP 78kD 1% (Appendix B).

It was suggested earlier that the increase in ductility may be due to either an

increase in free volume or chain alignment. Choi, Spruiell, and White“63 studied the

orientation development developed in PS by a hot drawing process and correlated the

optical birefringence — a measure of monomer orientation — with tensile property

changes. The authors found that of the tensile properties studied, 8f is the most sensitive

to chain orientation, but Young’s modulus, E, and the ultimate tensile strength, OUTS are

also dependent on orientation. In the case of PSNP 78kD and PSNP 211kD in PS,

however, there is no discernible trend of either of these other properties (Figure II-9a, c)

with PSNP inclusion. The absence of an observed increase in Young’s modulus or

ultimate tensile strength may indicate that no significant change is occurring to the chain

orientation. However, the weaker dependence of E and OUTS on orientation demonstrated

by Choi, Spruiell, and White, also suggests that the increase is more subtle than the

resolution of measurement. From the present data, it is unclear whether changes in tensile

behavior brought about by PSNP inclusion are due to increases in free volume or chain

orientation.

It should also be noted that, while no specific increase is observed for E or oUTs,

no significant decrease is observed either. Traditional plasticizers increase ductility at the
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expense of reduced stiffness. This ability to increase ductility without reduction in E or

OUTS shows that the nanoparticle inclusion may provide a more attractive route to

ductility and toughness enhancement than traditional additives.

The exception to the trend of strict ductility enhancement is the blend of 1%

PSNP 41kD in PS. This system shows moderate ductility increase relative to unfilled PS

at low draw ratios and notable increases in strength and modulus at low draw ratios.

Contrary to the previously described PSNP behavior, this is consistent with a view of

enhanced orientation. However, the stiffness increase is not due solely to orientation

development. The fact that E and Ours are increased for even the undrawn (1:1) sample

shows that the PSNP 41kD imparts some inherent stiffness to the system. The deviation

from the behavior observed for the larger particles may reflect a size dependence of the

PS-PSNP interaction. The measured radius of the PSNP 47kD is 2.8 nm, which is less

than twice the statistical segment length of polystyrene, 1.8 nm. This presents a challenge

to polymer to efficiently pack in the vicinity of the particle. This is consistent with a view

of free volume introduction around the periphery of the particle as suggested by the

reduction of TE (Figure II-2), but reflects the strained nature of the polymer near the

particle.

The processing space for which most property enhancement has been

demonstrated is for low to moderate draw ratios ()1<5). These draw ratios are well below

the extremely high elongations utilized in fiber spinning applications but these effects

are, nonetheless, significant. Other polymer materials production processes lead to the

moderate orientation of polymer chains. Injection molding is one such application for

which there may be room to exploit the illustrated particulate enhancement effect.
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Injection molding, however, is often limited by a poor ability to carefully control the

chain alignment, and the stresses often vary widely across a given part, based on the mold

geometry. In biaxially oriented polystyrene, on the other hand, the stresses are well-

controlled and uniform, but much lower than for fiber spinning. This manufacturing

process could be benefit from the reduced neat for processing to achiever similar results

if nanoparticles similar to those utilized in the present work are incorporated into the

production feedstock.

II.D. Conclusion

When added to linear polystyrene, intramolecularly cross—linked polystyrene

nanoparticles are shown to increase free volume and mobility. The increase in polymer

mobility is the greatest at low loadings, for which free volume has been introduced at the

particle surface, but at sufficiently low loadings that particle-particle crowding does not

interfere with overall system mobility. For larger particles, this leads to plasticizing

behavior and tendency toward ductility, but it doesn’t necessarily diminish Young’s

modulus. It is difficult to disambiguate the additional mobility caused by free volume

from the plasticizing effect of orientation enhancement. The smaller particles reveal the

importance of filler size in determining mechanical properties. The similarity of the filler

size to the persistence length of the matrix polymer creates an obstacle to packing in the

vicinity of the particle and a stiffening behavior.
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Chapter III: A small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) study

of the anisotropic conformation of linear polystyrene in the

presence of intramolecularly cross-linked polystyrene

nanoparticles

III.A. Introduction

Introducing global alignment to otherwise amorphous materials is known to

increase their tensile strength in the direction of alignment. This has been demonstrated

for linear polymers by introducing axial strain to a sample above its Tg, then quenching it

well below Tg, locking the polymeric chains in their nonequilibrium anisotropic

conformation. This process is representative of typical polymer processing methods that

consist of fiber formation by either melt or gel spinning, followed by hot-stretching

which is controlled by passage over rollers that move at progressively increasing speed.

The process is completed by cooling the sample through immersion in a low temperature

bath and optional cold-stretching below Tg (Figure I-l).

The effect of uniaxial processing strain on fiber properties has been studied for

neat polystyrene under a number of processing conditions and the induced alignment has

been observed by optical birefringence measurements“ 65 and small angle neutron

scattering (SANS).""5 Optical birefringence was the first experimentally feasible method

for evaluating the orientation of amorphous polymers. However, birefringence

measurements often present a misleading understanding of the chain’s orientation. In the

case of polystyrene, it is the large, flat phenyl rings that dominate the optical character of

the polymer. Consequently, an aligned chain has phenyl rings oriented perpendicular to

the chain backbone, resulting in a negative birefringence. The alignment being probed,

therefore, is that of the individual chain segments, rather than the entire chain.
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Dominated, as these short segments are, by extremely short relaxation times they are not

a good indicator of the overall orientation of the chain backbone, which has a total

relaxation time orders of magnitude larger than the segmental relaxation time. Indeed, it

is the long scale orientation that has been shown to be most important for determining the

solid state mechanical properties of a polymer system.10

While a great deal of work has been conducted towards understanding the strain-

induced alignment process, very little agreement exists regarding appropriate processing

methods or parameters. So while general trends can be observed and confirmed or

disputed, quantitative comparison is often impractical. A summary of some existing work

and the disparate processing and evaluation methods employed is presented in Table

III-l. Especially noteworthy is the inconsistency between definitions of the time

dependence of the sample strain. While some groups have processed their material by

imparting a constant strain rate, many researchers process their samples based on a

constant cross-head speed, resulting in a strain rate that diminishes exponentially during

the process. The latter method makes lesser demands on instrumentation, but convolutes

the experimental conditions, as most material properties are rate, rather than speed,

dependent. A constant-rate process is also more consistent with industrial application of

the process than a constant-speed process.
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Table III-l: Summary of previous work on alignment by hot drawing and their test

parameters.

First Author

Cleereman35

Cheatham34

Ender67

Picot64

Tanabe"8

Boue69

Choim’ 63

Choim’ “3

Ramzi65

Pellerinm

Bent71

Stendahl37

De

Francesco72

Theodorou73

Yokouchi74

Dvoranek7S

Han76

Embery'f’6

Draw

Temperature (°C)

99 — 132

145

115

110 — 130

197

113 — 134

110

120

134

120

170

108

105 - 130

105

105

225 - 265

100 -115

113, 148

Drawing

Draw

Ratio

50% -

1200%

S 12000%

1.

NS

S 4.5

NS

3

1.6-2.5

3-7.2

1.2-3

2

NA

250%,

1000%

2,4,6

NS

57,5

NS

2-5

1-5

Initial Draw

Rate (s'l)

NS

NS

NS

0. 18

NS

0.06 — 0.189

0.0833

0.0767

NS

0791*

01-30

0.00654*

0.0119*

0.00333*

NS

NS

.0048-.0033*

NS*

Tensile Testing

Initial Testing

Rate (s‘l)

NS

1.6x10'5 — 0.167

NS

NA

0.0167*

NA

NA

0.00328*

NA

NA

NA

NS*

10'4

NA

.0029 - 230

0.00242*

NA

NA

*: Sample was deformed at a constant cross-head speed. The instantaneous strain

rate was determined from the cross-head speed and the initial gauge length.

1': Draw ratio was determined by the change in the cross-sectional area

NS: Not clearly specified

NA: Not applicable, the specified process was not conducted
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While the orientation of high aspect ratio nanoparticles for use as composite filler

has been studied, little work has been conducted to understand the orientation of the

surrounding matrix, especially in the case of fillers that have an aspect ratio approaching

unity. Work has been conducted to quantify the equilibrium conformation of linear

polymers surrounding spherical nanoparticles. It has been shown through previously

20
I.described (I.C) simulations by Brown et a that polymer chains orient in layers

perpendicular to the particle surface. Mackay et al.77 have demonstrated that the presence

of certain nanoparticles leads to an increase in the radius of gyration (R3) of the matrix

polymer. It is believed that this swelling behavior may make the linear polymer more

susceptible to the strains that lead to orientation under uniaxial processing conditions.

A key factor in any study of composites, and especially a study of the matrix

conformation, is the chemical (enthalpic) interaction between the matrix polymer and the

filler species. In the case of traditional composites with macroscopic fillers this

interaction is largely responsible for the filler-matrix bonding that dictates how well

stress will be transferred across the interface. A poor interaction leads to poor stress

transfer, which weakens the material. The issue of chemical compatibility becomes even

more important as the filler size is reduced and the particles gain mobility within the

system. An unfavorable interaction will cause the filler and matrix to phase separate,

leading to an inhomogeneous dispersion and the generally negative effects on the

mechanical properties.

The unfavorable interaction state is often ameliorated by chemically attaching a

species that interacts favorably with the matrix to the exterior of the filler particle. In the

case of polymer nanocomposites, the stabilizing species is often an oligomeric chain of
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the matrix polymer. This strategy may be successful for enhancing the stability of the

system but, in addition to adding a synthetic obstacle, this strategy complicates analysis

by introducing a third, often ill-defined phase. Furthermore, the stabilizing ligand

generally does not possess the desired reinforcing character of the filler particle, thereby

acting against the desired effect of composite formulation.

One way to circumvent the analytical, as well as practical, difficulties of ligand

stabilization is to synthesize a nanoparticle that is itself chemically similar to the matrix

polymer. Harth et al.38 demonstrated a method for preparing cross-linked nanoparticles

with well defined sizes that are chemically similar to polystyrene. This is accomplished

by producing a random copolymer of styrene with benzocyclobutene (BCB). The butyl

group on the BCB moiety can be thermally activated for potential cross-linking, leading it

to bond with a similarly activated group located elsewhere on the same chain. By

activating the reaction under ultra-dilute conditions it can be assured that each copolymer

chain will cross-link only with itself, producing an intramolecularly cross-linked

nanoparticle that has a well-defined size and is chemically similar to polystyrene. The

degree of cross-linking, and therefore the extent to which the macromolecule behaves in a

manner more consistent with a particle than a Gaussian chain, is controlled by the relative

proportion of BCB to styrene.

Small angle neutron scattering (SANS), allows characterization of a broader range

of molecular length scales78 than optical birefringence measurements. It is especially

well-suited to evaluating macromolecular feature sizes, including the RE of a polymer

chain. The general equation for the scattered intensity, (62/60), as a function of wave
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vector, q (q = 47%,, sin(®/2) where O is the scattering angle and kn is the neutron

wavelength), is given by Eq. 13

Eq. 13 (ax/ac) (q) =W (Am2 an 501) + B

The incoherent background scattering is defined as B. The number fraction of scatterers,

N, their individual volume, V, and the scattering length density contrast, Ap, are

independent of wave vector and are often grouped together and referred to as the scale

factor, or the intensity at zero wave vector, 10.

Eq. 14 10 =1vv2 (Ap)2

Information about the size and shape of an individual scattering center is given by the

form factor, P(q), while the long range order of scatterers is defined by the structure

factor, S(q), both of which tend towards unity at low values of q. For very dilute,

amorphous systems, the structure factor can be set to one at all wave vectors, leaving

only the parameters of the form factor to be determined. Form factors have been

determined for a number of scatterer geometries and one of particular interest to polymer

science is that of the Debye distribution of a Gaussian.

Eq. 15 P (q) = 2 (exp (4211.2) + qug2 — 1) (qZRgzrz

In addition to simplifying the filler-matrix interaction, using a filler with a similar

chemical structure to the matrix simplifies the neutron beam contrast. The scattering

length density, p, depends only on the chemical composition and the bulk density of the

scatterer. As these two quantities are similar for the PS and PSNP, scattering from a

composite of the two can be reasonably approximated as a constant intensity regardless

of wave vector.
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The conformation of individual matrix chains can be studied by substituting a

small fraction (2v%) of the protonated matrix polymer with a deuterated chain of the

same size and type. It is then a simple matter to subtract a measured background

scattering signal for the purely protonated sample. Alternatively, the largely incoherent

scattering of the background can be treated as a constant background value and estimated

from the plateau at high values of the scattering vector. This is found to be a satisfactory

assumption (Figure III-1) for the scattering of the background and it avoids the error

propagation that accompanies background sample scattering subtraction.
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IH.B. Experimental

Protonated polystyrene (PS) was purchased from Scientific Polymer Products

(Ontario, NY) and deuterated polystyrene (dPS) was purchased from Polymer Source

(Montreal, QC). Linear polymer/nanoparticle blends were made by dissolving the linear

polymer(s) and nanoparticle in a mutual solvent, toluene. The solution was then dripped

into a mutual non-solvent, methanol, where the polymer(s) and nanoparticles rapidly

precipitated, forming an intimately mixed, homogeneous dispersion of nanoparticles in

the linear polymer.43 After solvent removal by decanting and filtration the blend was

dried for a week in an oven at 50 °C and under rough vacuum.

Table III-2: Molecular weights and distributions of linear polystyrene and

intramolecularly cross-linked polystyrene nanoparticles
 

 
 

Sample Name Mw (g[mol) Mn_(g/mol) PDI

PS 393,400 339,140 1.16

dPS 420,200 373,200 1.26

PSNP 41 kD 42,520 41,090 1.04

PSNP 78 kD 89,020 77,830 1.14

PSNP 211 kD 278,400 211,200 1.32

Samples for neutron scattering were prepared by the method described in section

11.3. Measurements of orientation were made ex situ, after the drawing process was

completed and the sample was cooled to ambient conditions.

Small angle neutron scattering tests were conducted using the NG7 30-m Small

Angle Scattering Instrument at the NIST Center for Neutron Research (Gaithersburg,

MD). The instrument is a variable geometry instrument with a sample to detector distance

of 1.0 to 15.3 m and an associated wave vector range of 0.0008 to .7 A". The source to

sample distance is also variable, but was held constant in the present work at 15m. The

detector is 640 x 640 mm with 5 x 5 mm resolution.



HI.C. Results & Discussion

Primary SANS studies were conducted for two sample compositions: 98% PS, 2%

dPS and 97% PS, 1% PSNP 78kD, 2% dPS, each measured in the solid state, below their

glass transition temperature. For each sample, background samples were measured for

which the dPS was replaced by PS and processed by the same conditions. In light of this

it was found to be preferable to assume a constant value for the background based on the

high-q plateau. Each sample was evaluated at a number of hot draw ratios in order to

quantify the development of orientation in the matrix polymer.

The data analysis method for isotropically scattering samples includes averaging

of points with the same scattering vector, regardless of their azimuthal angle. In the case

of non—equilibrium, oriented films, the scattering is asymmetric and this circular

averaging would be invalid. Instead, the 2-dimensional scattering profile can be divided

into angular regions parallel and perpendicular to the direction of stretch (Figure 111-2) and

these regions can be treated separately, averaging the individual data segments at each q—

value and generating two intensity profiles for each sample. The process of separating the

data azimuthally involves a trade-off between attaining sufficient counting statistics to

provide an adequately high quality signal, and capturing the direction specific size scale

that is brought about by the hot drawing process. For the present study azimuthal sections

were analyzed with a width of 40°.
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Figure 111-2. The anisotropic SANS pattern of a non-equilibrium, hot stretched PS film

(left). The scattering profiles parallel and perpendicular to the stretch direction are shown

on the right.

 

 

Even with care taken to select a sufficiently large wedge size to provide high

quality data, difficulties arise for this type of analysis. The applicable q-range for a given

feature size is based approximately on the inverse of the characteristic length scale to be

measured. A high molecular weight was selected for this study of orientation because

higher molecular weight chains are more sensitive to orientational flow than lower

molecular weight chains, due to their longer relaxation times. This presents a challenge to

the low-q resolution of the instrument, a challenge which increases as the size of the

chains’ long axis is increased by the extensional flow. Consequently, the short axis -

perpendicular to the draw direction — data are easier to interpret and less error prone for

low to moderate q-range analyses.

To simplify the fitting procedure and reduce the number of degrees of freedom for

analysis, the intensity at zero wave—vector, Io and often referred to as the scale factor, was

held constant for all samples and draw ratios. 10 is dependent on the volume of the
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scatterer, its number fraction, and the scattering length density contrast between the

scatterer and background. As none of these quantities are expected to change with draw

ratio or PSNP inclusion, this is viewed as a reasonable assumption. The value of IO was

determined from the fit of the undrawn PS-dPS scattering profile to the form factor for a

Gaussian chain.

A useful and accurate method for interpreting the collected scattering profiles is

by fitting to a previously derived form factor that is appropriate for the shape of the

scatterer under investigation. For the system in question, the expectation is that the chains

will conform to the form factor of a Gaussian chain in each direction. This would allow

determination of the R8 in the directions parallel and perpendicular to the stretch

direction. In order to confirm the suitability of the proposed Debye form factor for the

system in question, the low and high q intensity profiles can be analyzed to ensure

consistency with the limits of the form factor. The low-q trend can be checked by the

Guinier approximation, for which a plot of ln(I(q)) versus q2 should tend towards a

straight line in the range of q Rg < 1. Due to the aforementioned limitation on the low-q

data, the Guinier analysis is not feasible for the present system. In the high-q range

(q > 5 Rg'l), the scattering profile of a Gaussian chain can be treated with the Kratky

approximation, reaching a plateau at IoRg'2 when plotted as qu versus q. Rather than

simply looking for a plateau in the Kratky plot, the high-q data can also be fit to the

Lorentzian function

Eq. 16 1(q) = Io/(1+qn L“)

and values of the Lorentzian exponent and screening length determined. For a Gaussian

chain the exponent is equal to 2 and the screening length is equal to the radius of
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gyration. For a swollen coil in a good solvent, the value of the exponent is less than 2,65’

79 decreasing with increasing solvent quality. The screening length is a characteristic size

of the polymer, but not strictly equivalent to the radius of gyration. The values of the

Lorentzian exponent determined from fits of the high-q scattering profiles to Eq. 16 are

shown in Figure III-3 as a function of the hot draw ratio.
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Figure 111-3. The Lorentzian exponent of PS with and without PSNP addition as a function

of hot draw ratio. The Lorentzian exponent for a Gaussian chain is 2. Swollen coils exhibit a

reduced dependence of I on q at higher wave vectors.

The results of the hot drawing process are largely dependent on the initial state of

the material before drawing. To this end, the high-q dependence of the scattering

intensity provides a measure of the conformation of the unperturbed system. The

nanoparticle laden system is seen to have a slightly lower value of the Lorentzian
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exponent than the unfilled polymer. This is consistent with the view of the nanoparticle

swelling the linear polymer, as has been demonstrated in previous studies of the

dependence of Rg on nanoparticle addition.10 This also sheds light on the particle-

polymer interaction, suggesting that the polymer may partially wrap around the particle,

rather than simply confining the particle to a space between isolated polymer chains. The

observed decrease of the Lorentzian exponent suggests that the chain adopts a swollen

coil conformation, which is expected to increase the radius of the polymer chain. This

increase in radius is observed as a small increase in the Lorentzian screening length for

the undrawn sample (Figure HI-4b). If the scattering from the nanoparticle-laden chains is

treated as a Gaussian chain and fit to the Debye form factor (Eq. 15), disregarding the

high-q deviation, the R3 is also seen to increase by ca. 1% (Figure III-4a), consistent in

magnitude with the results of Mackay et al.10 for a high molecular weight chain blended

with a similar size and type of nanoparticle at a low loading.
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Figure 111-4. The characteristic size development of anisotropic PS with and without PSNP

78 kD as a function of hot draw ratio. The macromolecular size is calculated according to

either the Debye form factor (a) at all wave vectors, or the Lorentzian scattering function at

high wave vectors. In both cases a discontinuity is observed for the nanoparticle-laden

sample at 1:1.75, the hot draw ratio at which ductile fracture behavior is observed in

tension. A small increase is observed in the long axis size of the polymer at the highest draw

ratio by both methods of calculation.

In studying the drawn samples by this high-q approximation it is important to

consider the quality of data. The assumptions for the high-q trends in the scattering

profile are generally considered valid for values of q > 5 Rg". Based on instrumental

limitations, however, scattering data is rarely reliable beyond a value of the scattering

vector of 0.5 A'l. This means that for a larger scatterer, or data for a chain parallel to the

draw direction, there is a wider range of high-q data available for analysis than for a

smaller scatterer, or data for a chain perpendicular to the draw direction. Also, separating

the scattering profiles into separate sections parallel and perpendicular to the draw

direction reduces the quality of the data. While the Lorentzian scattering function may

provide a more accurate representation of the non-Gaussian chain behavior, the additional
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degree of freedom introduced by the unknown Lorentzian exponent increases the

possibility of an errant fit to noisy data. With this is mind, it is worthwhile to consider the

results based on both the Lorentzian function (Eq. 16) and the Debye form factor (Eq.

15).

Analysis of the Lorentzian exponent with increasing draw ratio shows that the

exponent for both filled and unfilled PS decreases for the data parallel to the draw

direction as the hot draw ratio increases. This is reasonable behavior and has been shown

previously,“ 65 showing that the chain is drawn to a size greater than its equilibrium,

Gaussian, distribution. The Lorentzian exponent for the data perpendicular to the stretch

direction also decreases with l, reflecting the perturbed shape of the coil in both

directions. Very low draw ratio behavior is similar for the samples with and without

particles, as their exponents are nearly the same at a draw ratio of 1.5. At a draw ratio of

1.75, however, the exponent of the particle filled system is greater than the unfilled

system. At higher draw ratios, this trend reverses, as the exponent of the filled system

exceeds the unfilled system. The screening length in the parallel direction also increases

with It and shows trends similar to the dependence of the exponent with 9..

Perhaps more illustrative than the individual length scales, is the ratio of these

length scales (Figure III-5). This provides a molecular aspect ratio, §=LI/L-J-, of the

overall chain and measure of orientation. As a reference for the extent of orientation, the

affine limit of the aspect ratio can be calculated, which scales as é = A”. This is the

maximum aspect ratio that is to be expected for the given draw ratio. 5 increases with hot

draw ratio, adhering closely to the affine limit at low draw ratios, but deviating

substantially at 7t = 5. For the draw ratios of 1.5, 2, and 5, the aspect ratios calculated
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from the Lorentzian Screening Lengths of the dPS chain in the particle filled system are

greater than the unfilled system, but not beyond the range of error for the measurement

(Figure III-5b). According to the Debye fit, the aspect ratios at these draw ratios are

essentially unchanged by nanoparticle addition.
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Figure III-5. The aspect ratio development of anisotropic PS with and without PSNP 78 kD

as a function of hot draw ratio. The aspect ratio is calculated according to either the Debye

form factor (a) at all wave vectors, or the Lorentzian scattering function at high wave

vectors. In both cases a discontinuity is observed for the nanoparticle-laden sample at

L=1.75, the hot draw ratio at which ductile fracture behavior is observed in tension. The

dashed line represents the aspect ratio for a chain that deforms affine to the bulk sample,

the maximum attainable orientation in the absence of an additional driving force.

At the intermediate draw ratio of 1.75, however, there is a significant difference

between the two systems, the PSNP-filled system showing a lower aspect ratio than the

unfilled system. It has been shown previously (Chapter II:) that PSNP-filled PS

undergoes tensile failure by a ductile mechanism accompanied by neck formation when

processed to a hot draw ratio of 1.75, while unfilled PS fails by a brittle mechanism under

the same conditions. The primary obstacle to polymer chain orientation in a flow field is

the relaxation of the polymer from its strained state; for example, low drawing
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temperatures have been shown to enhance orientation by increasing the relaxation time of

the polymer chain. This decrease in the aspect ratio for the PSNP-filled system suggests

that the relaxation time of a polymer chain is decreased by the presence of nanoparticles.

This is consistent with previously described observations of increased chain mobility by

PSNP addition as measured by a decrease in the equilibrium Tg and an increase of the

strain-to-failure for nanoparticle filled samples tested in tension. The decrease of the

relaxation time decreases the orientation, and therefore 9;, at k=l.75. However, the lower

relaxation time also improves chain mobility which leads to ductile failure when stressed

in tension

[II.D. Conclusion

Small angle neutron scattering has revealed a number of key features about the

influence of PSNP addition on the polymer conformation of both isotropic, equilibrium

chains, and anisotropic, non-equilibrium chains. The polymer chain is shown to swell to a

form that is larger than a simple Gaussian distribution, as reflected by the reduction of the

Lorentzian exponent. This chain swelling relative to the unfilled polymer is also seen at

higher draw ratios, accompanied by an increase in the chain aspect ratio at high draw

ratios. In mechanical studies of tensile behavior, a transition to a ductile fracture

mechanism after processing to a hot draw ratio of 1.75 was observed for the PSNP filled

system. This has been corroborated by a reduction in the matrix chain aspect ratio at this

processing condition, reflecting a decrease in the relaxation time of the matrix, decreasing

orientation but also increasing the mobility of the chain. The increased chain mobility,

coupled with the swelling of the polymer conformation shows that the cross-linked
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nanoparticles act as a solvent for the PS matrix. This solvent-like behavior is unusual for

a material with a cross-linked structure, high modulus, and Tg greater than PS.
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Chapter IV: The effect of C60 addition on the thermal and

mechanical behavior of PS

[V.A. Introduction

Fillers with high aspect ratios such as carbon nanotubes”84 and clay particles15 ' 39'

4" 83‘ 85’ 86 are popular fillers for creating aligned nanocomposites. Work has even been

3942 and theconducted to evaluate the ability to induce orientation of the filler particle

effect this has on mechanical properties.

Miaudet et al.,‘4’0 for example, showed that the hot drawing of wet-spun fibers

containing poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVOH) and multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNT) or

single-walled nanotubes (SWNT) increases a number of desirable end-use fiber

properties, including energy absorption at low strain and moisture resistance. These

property enhancements were attributed to the alignment of the polymer and nanotube

moieties. The hot drawing process was shown to increase the alignment of PVOH from

i27° from the fiber axis for the as-spun fiber to 143° and :6.3° for the hot drawn fibers

containing SWNT and MWNT, respectively. The nanotubes had a similar limited

orientation in the as-spun case, but hot drawing improved the orientation of the SWNT to

i9° and the MWNT to -_t-ll°. The hot drawing process was also found to increase the

PVOH crystallinity.

Minus et (11.86 also studied PVOH fibers with SWNT formed in the presence of a

shear flow. They found that the nanotube increased PVOH crystallinity and templated

polymer orientation parallel to the nanotube axis, which was parallel to the fiber axis. In

the case of poly(acrylonitrile) (PAN), the same group85 found that PAN orientation was

also enhanced by the addition of SWNT. However, they found that while the average

crystalline size was increased, the total crystallinity is reduced. Contrary to the findings
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of Miaudet et al.,40 this group found that the nanotube is more oriented than the

surrounding polymer.

Dror et al.41 measured the alignment that developed during electrospinning

nanofibers of poly(ethyleneoxide) (PEO) with MWNT. They found that the converging

flow geometry led to alignment of the MWNT with the fiber axis. The PEO chains were

also found to align, but the presence of the MWNT diminished the alignment of the PEO.

Weon and Sue83 examined the significance of filler aspect ratio and orientation on

a composite of nylon-6 and silicate clay. They found that the composites modulus, tensile

strength, and distortion temperature all increased with increasing clay aspect ratio and

orientation. The opposite dependence on aspect ratio and orientation was observed for

composite toughness and ductility.

The development of buckminsterfullerenes (C60) in 198587 and carbon nanotubes

(CNT) in 199188 ushered in a new era in composite research. The well-defined molecular

structure, potentially high mechanical stiffness, appealing electronic character, and

nanoscopic dimensions of these materials made them extremely attractive for use in

myriad applications. Buckminsterfullerene has been found to have a truncated

icosohedral structure,87 with an average radius of gyration equal to 3.82 A.89 This third

90-92

crystalline form of carbon has been studied theoretically as well as experimentally93'

97 in order to determine the bulk modulus at zero pressure, K0, of individual particles, as

well as crystalline assemblies of C60. The values for K0 that have been suggested range

from 6.8 GPa97 for an fcc crystal to 20 GPa92 for an individual particle. While these

values are high, they are less than the bulk modulus of diamond at zero pressure (442-433

GPagS), which is one of the hardest known materials and another allotropic form of
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carbon. At pressures greater than 70 GPa, however, buckminsterfullerenes come into hard

sphere contact with one another and the bulk modulus reaches 600 to 700 GPa”92

exceeding that of even diamond, making C60 the hardest currently known substance,

under certain conditions.

In addition to its high modulus, C60 deserves special attention as a filler for

polymeric materials due to its very small size. The radius of the particle (0.38 nm) is

much less than the Kuhn segment length, 1K, of polystyrene (PS), ca. 1.8 nm. The Kuhn

length has been identified as the size scale on which a polymer chain can bend 180°

relative to itself, and is ca. 8-9 monomers for PS.99 This small size of the particle relative

to the chain flexibility limit suggests the potential for the particles to occupy space that is

otherwise inaccessible to the polymer due to the chains’ limited flexibility. While the

fullerene cage is open and has a hollow interior, it is unlikely that a polystyrene chain

would be able to access the void space. The openings within the C60 cage structure are the

same size or smaller than the pendant phenyl rings along the PS backbone, creating an

obvious steric obstacle to penetration and leaving C60 to be reasonably considered as a

hard, impenetrable sphere.

In the present study, the effect of C60 addition to polystyrene will be studied with

regard to developing an understanding of the polymer-particle interface and how this

impacts solid state mechanical properties. Of particular interest is the ability for these

spherical fillers to perform with respect to a processing environment that imparts

alignment to the polymer matrix by aligning the polymer in the melt state, followed by

rapid cooling to lock the chains in an anisotropic, non-equilibrium state.
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IV.B. Experimental

Polystyrene standard was purchased from Scientific Polymer Products (Ontario,

NY) with MW: 393,400 Da and Mw/Mn=l.16. Buckminsterfullerenes were purchased

from Term—USA (Moscow, Russia). Linear polymer/nanoparticle blends were made by

dissolving both the linear PS and C60 in a mutual solvent, toluene. This ternary solution

was then dripped into a mutual non—solvent, methanol, where the PS and C60 rapidly

precipitated, forming an intimately mixed, homogeneous dispersion of C60 in the linear

PS.43 After removing the majority of the liquid from the sample by decanting and vacuum

filtration with copious methanol rinsing, the blend was dried for a week in an oven at

50 °C and under rough vacuum. Sample processing and characterization techniques were

identical to those described in section 11B.

[V.C. Results & Discussion

IV.C.l. Equilibrium Thermal Analysis

The effect of buckminsterfullerene inclusion on the glass transition temperature of

polystyrene is shown in Figure IV-l. The glass transition temperature is often used as an

indicator of polymer mobility, and therefore free volume. As obstacles to motion are

reduced, especially by the introduction of unoccupied areas, the thermal energy input

required to initiate rapid motion of the amorphous chains is decreased, leading to a

reduction in the glass transition temperature. In the case of C60 added to PS, the glass

transition temperature is seen to decrease relative to the T8 of unfilled PS at loadings

greater than 1v%. Extremely low loading of C60 (O.5v%), on the other hand, brings about

an increase in Tg of the same magnitude as the decrease at 1-2v%.
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Figure IV-l. Change in glass transition with addition of C60. Extremely low concentrations -

corresponding with an interparticle half-gap of similar size to the statistical Kuhn segment

length of polystyrene - of C60 show an increase in T11 that corresponds to a reduction in

polymer mobility. Higher, but still homogeneously dispersed, loadings show a T3 reduction.

An important parameter to consider in the study of any nanoparticulate filled

system is the interparticle gap, 2h, given by Eq. 17.

El 17 Ma = (¢m/¢)l/3 - 1

At equivalent volume fractions the interparticle gap scales with the particle radius, a. For

particles with extremely small radii, such as C60, this gives rise to very small interparticle

gaps into which the polymer chain is confined. In fact, for the concentrations at which the

glass transition temperature is reduced, the interparticle half-gap is less than the Kuhn

segment length, IX, of polystyrene, 1.8 nm. It is likely that the difference between having

an interparticle half-gap that is less than 1K and one that is greater than [K is sufficient to
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delineate two separate regimes of packing and polymer conformation. In the limit of h 2

1K, the polymer is able to pack a full segment or more lengthwise between neighboring

particles. It is possible to consider this to be a sort of critically percolated packing state in

which the C60 limits the polymer mobility.

In the other regime, h < 1K, the C60 particles are forced into closer proximity with

one another. The fact that this space is smaller than that into which PS can freely pack

suggests that the C60 are relegated to regions that are inaccessible to the polymer, or that

the matrix expands to accommodate the particles. The results from DSC suggest that the

latter mode of packing is operable. The PS matrix expands to accommodate the ever-

encroaching fullerenes, leading to an increase in the overall system mobility and,

potentially, free volume.

PVT analysis is a sensitive test of the internal structure and potential presence of

free volume within polymeric materials. Engineering properties of interest that can be

directly calculated from PVT data include the bulk modulus, K = —V(6P/6V)T, and the

coefficient of thermal expansion,47 or = V’1(6V/6T)p. The bulk modulus is of particular

interest in the case of C60 because it reflects the cumulative result of two competing

effects. As mentioned previously, both simulation and experiment have shown C60 to

have an extremely high bulk modulus at zero pressure, K0, ranging from 6.8 to 20 GPa.

While this is a very broad range, it reflects the broad range of forms and interactions that

C60 can assume and the values are sufficiently high compared to PS (1.13 GPa) as to

justify the treatment of C60 as a rigid particle. In addition to the rigidity of the particle, the

volumetric response of the material will also be influenced by any free volume that may
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be introduced to the system. This free volume will act in opposition to the reinforcing

effect of the high modulus particle, reducing the modulus of the nanocomposite.

The effect of C60 addition to PS on K0 is shown in Figure IV-2. In fact, while PVT

measurements are only strictly valid in the melt state, where pressure is uniformly

hydrostatic, similar trends are also observed for the solid state bulk modulus, measured at

50 °C. Similar to the discontinuity seen in the T8 at (p = 0.5%, the bulk modulus is

reduced by more than 10% for this very low loading. Further addition of C60 leads to an

increase of K0 in excess of the value for unfilled PS. The thermal expansivity, a, shows

the opposite behavior, increasing by ca. 8% for the O.5v% blend before decreasing to a

value that is less than the unfilled polymer and remaining nearly constant with increasing

volume fraction.
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Figure IV-2. Bulk modulus and thermal expansivity of a polystyrene/buckminsterfullerene

blend. At very low volume fractions for which the interparticle gap is greater than the

statistical segment length of the matrix polymer, the bulk modulus is reduced and the

thermal expansivity is increased. At higher loadings, the C60 is spaced closer than the Kuhn

segment length of polystyrene and the bulk modulus is increased and the thermal

expansivity is decreased. Similar trends are seen in the bulk modulus both above (200 °C)

and below (50 °C) the glass transition temperature. Prediction of the bulk modulus with a

free volume layer of 0.26 nm provides a satisfactory fit to the measured bulk modulus at 200

°C (b). The prediction for no free volume is for a much greater increase in K, than is

observed experimentally.

Contrary to the Tg observations made by DSC, these PVT quantities suggest an

increase in free volume for the 0.5v% case and a decrease at higher loadings. However,

the types of mobility being probed by the two techniques are not precisely equivalent.

DSC results are based on the thermal energy required to initiate motion to transition from

the glass to melt state. PVT results, on the other hand, are based on the volumetric

response of a material, already in the melt state, to changes in pressure and temperature.

This means that PCT is a more direct measure of internal voids, while Tg changes

observed by DSC are indicative of mobility, which is a possible result of changes in void

space. Furthermore, while the K0 and a values indicate a reduction in the effect of free
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volume at higher C60 loadings, they do not preclude the possibility that free volume is

still greater than for the unfilled polymer. Recalling that K0 for pure C60 is much higher

than for unfilled PS, the addition of 2.5v% C60 would be expected to increase the value of

K0 for the blend to 1.27 GPa, based on the lowest estimates of the modulus of C60 asigure

IV-Zb). This is much higher than the observed value of 1.18 GPa and suggests that highly

compressible void space is being introduced with the C60.

If the void space is considered to have an infinite compressibility (Ko") and based

on the known range of moduli for C60 and unfilled PS then the bulk modulus of the

composite can be used to estimate the amount of free volume in the sample based on a

volumetric average of the bulk moduli of the PS, C60, and free volume (see section

II.C.l). For the very low concentration system that showed a stark drop in K0, the free

volume fraction, (Pf is 0.18 to 0.13 and the free volume to C60 volume ratio ((pf/(pC60) is

43.47 to 30.32. At the higher (1v% to 5v%) loadings of C60, (pf/(p030 becomes essentially

constant at 3.5 i 0.5 to 14.8 i 0.7. If one assumes that the free volume introduced by C60

is located in a layer of constant thickness around the perimeter of the particle, then a

value for that layer thickness may be calculated. For the very low concentration system,

the free volume layer thickness, If is 0.98 to 0.83 nm. At the higher (lv% to 5v%)

loadings of C60 If is 0.25 i 0.03 to 0.58 i 0.01 nm. Volumetric estimates of the bulk

modulus of PS-C6o blend based on a free volume layer thickness of 0.26 nm and a C60

bulk modulus of 6.8 GPa are shown in Figure IV-2b and match well with the observed

values of K0 for loadings greater than 0.5v%. These estimates are all less than the

previously discussed lK, even approaching the size of a styrene monomer, lending

credence to this as a realistic length scale based on the limited flexibility of the polymer
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chain. Moreover, this weak interaction is consistent with a previously suggested") slightly

repulsive chi-parameter for the PS—Cm interaction.

In addition to the value of bulk modulus at zero pressure, it is instructive to

measure the slope of the bulk modulus as a function of pressure close to zero pressure, K,

(Figure IV-3). For the blends of C60 in PS, K. reaches a maximum at a particle volume

fraction of 0.5v% to 1v%.
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Figure IV-3. The free volume asymmetry number, and internal pressure as function of C60

volume fraction in PS 393 kD. The free volume asymmetry number goes through a

maximum before decreasing with increasing particle loading. The internal pressure is

decreased by particle addition, consistent with a decrease in the strength of intermolecular

interactions.

The quantity, K1, is related to the shape of the free energy minimum and is

referred to as the free energy anhar'monicity.53 A K value of five is equivalent to a
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harmonic potential, for which compression and dilation are equally favorable processes.

However, intuition and experience suggest that K1 is generally greater than five,

consistent with a material for which dilation is favored relative to compression. Typical

K, values for polymeric materials are 11.0 i 1.5.53

It has been shown through changes to K0 that the addition of C60 introduces a

driving force towards free-volume expansion within the nanocomposite. This driving

force is also manifested in an increase in the free-volume anharmonicty, K, as the system

becomes increasingly biased towards dilation over compression. This is specifically

apparent for (p=0.5% where a maximum value of K1 is observed, in concert with the

maximum free volume increase calculated according to K0 values. At a higher volume

fraction (5v%) K1 decreases relative to the unfilled PS. High K1 values are characteristic

of repulsive intermolecular forces, but as material becomes more porous, there is less

driving force toward dilation — the system is already in a high volume state — and the free

energy well becomes more neutral.

In addition to the shape of the free energy well, the sensitivity of internal energy

to volumetric changes can be calculated from PVT data. This sensitivity is defined as the

internal pressure, P,.54 The internal pressure is not a direct measure of the magnitude of

intermolecular interaction energy, but rather a measure of the response of this energy to a

change in volume.52 The direct measure of the interaction energy between molecules is

the Cohesive Energy Density (CED) which is defined55 as

Eq. 18 CED = U/V

In the past, the difference between CED and P, has sometimes been wrongly neglected

and values of P,- have been used for CED. While not strictly correct, it was shown by
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Hildebrand et al.56 that the ratio, n, of P,- to CED is approximately one for low molecular

weight liquids. In further analysis Sauer and Dec55 showed for a number of polymeric

materials that n is between 0.88 and 1.35.

The internal pressure is strictly defined as the response of the internal energy to a

change in volume:

Eq. 19 P.- E (6U/6V)1~

Eq. 20 P,- = T «38/th - P

The internal pressure can also be written as the difference between the thermal pressure

(TorK) and the system pressure (P).

Eq. 21 P,- = TaK - P

As free volume is increased in a system, additional regions are introduced for

stress relief in the event of a change in volume. This diminishes the system’s energetic

response to changes in volume, and therefore reduces Pi. This effect is clearly observed

with the addition of C60 to PS. The additional free volume introduced to the system leads

to a ca. 25% reduction of the internal pressure. There is, however, an apparent limit to the

P,- reduction that can be caused by particle introduction and the accompanying free

volume layer, as P.- increases for C60 loadings greater than 1v%. This may highlight the

effect of particle crowding; particle addition enhances mobility at low volume fractions,

but at higher loadings the particles begin to impinge on another, eventually decreasing

mobility by acting as obstacles themselves. This increases the volumetric dependence of

free energy as the particles become close enough to interact with one another rather than

only interacting with the polymer matrix.
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IV.C.2. Non-Equilibrium Tensile Behavior

In addition to equilibrium techniques for understanding the C60-PS interaction, an

understanding of the solid state tensile properties is needed to evaluate the potential for

application of C60 as a route to structural reinforcement. Of particular interest is the

tensile behavior of samples that have been subjected to a uni-axial hot drawing process

which introduces alignment to the polymer matrix.

Similar to the previously discussed quantities, a material’s strain-to-failure, 8f,

may be indicative of free volume introduced near a filler particle surface. The hot draw

ratio, 1, dependence of 8f is shown for two C60 loadings in Figure IV4b. The ductility for

both studied C60 loadings is increased compared to unfilled PS at low to moderate (1.75

to 2.5) values of it. At higher values of A the blend with a lower concentration of C60

shows a 8f value that is similar to the behavior of the unfilled polymer. The blend with a

higher C60 loading, on the other hand, shows a stark drop-off at higher draw ratios, a

behavior that will be discussed later.
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Figure IV-4. The Young's Modulus (a), strain to failure (b), ultimate tensile strength (c),

and energy to failure (d) of hot drawn PS 393 kD with buckminsterfullerenes as a function

of hot draw ratio. The modulus (a) and ultimate tensile strength (c) are unchanged for the

undrawn case and increased by C60 inclusion at low draw ratios for both loadings. At

higher loading (2.5v%) the modulus and ultimate tensile strength are reduced at draw

ratios greater than 2.5. The ductility (a) is increased for both loadings at moderate (1.75 to

2.5) draw ratios. At higher draw ratios the samples with low loading (lv%) are similar to

unfilled PS while the higher loading (2.5v%) is much less ductile than the neat polymer.

Weak interfacial contact between the matrix and filler can enhance ductility by

introducing a region of increased polymer mobility which increases the plasticity of the

polymer.” 57‘ 58 In the absence of avenues for uniform stress relief or distribution, stress

becomes concentrated at flaws or cross-sectional area minima, which gives rise to

catastrophic failure at these points. Added free volume is not, however, the only avenue
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for ductility increase for hot drawn films. Previous work with unfilled PS has shown that

chain orientation also increases the value of 8f.36' 37’ 62’ 100’ ’01 This is attributed to an

enhanced capacity to distribute stress through the sample along the oriented chain. In

addition to stress transfer, the chain orientation may decrease the stress to flow initiation,

an important quantity in determining whether or not a sample will break. When the stress

to flow initiation is less than the stress to failure, a sample under load will deform, and

vice versa. Chains oriented in the direction of flow and chains in a higher free volume

environment have fewer entanglements in the stress direction, making them more likely

to flow than an equivalent unoriented or tightly packed chain.

The increase in the ductility for the blend with a lower C60 loading suggests again

that C60 is introducing free volume to the blended sample. The inability of the additive to

induce ductility at higher draw ratios is indicative of a maximum in the polymer

alignment. Beyond a sufficient alignment, the tensile stress on the material is being

applied more directly along the polymer chain backbone. In this case it is the chain bonds

themselves that are experiencing stress which cannot be redistributed or relieved.

A study of the Young’s Modulus as a function of the hot draw ratio (Figure IV—4a)

lends insight to the effects of buckminsterfullerene inclusion on PS alignment. The first

thing to note is that despite the remarkably high bulk modulus of buckrninsterfullerene,

the Young’s Moduli of the unstretched samples (7:1) are essentially unchanged by the

addition of C60. As the draw ratio increases to 2.5, however, Young’s Modulus shows

immediate improvement for both low (lv%) and moderate (2.5v%) C60 loading. While

both these modifications show similar behavior at low draw ratio — E increases from an

unstretched value of ca. 2.5 GPa to ca. 3.0 GPa — the Young’s modulus of unfilled PS
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increases much less, from ca. 2.4 GPa to ca. 2.5 GPa. Much higher draw ratios show a

volume-fraction dependent behavior. At a draw ratio of 4.5 unfilled PS surpasses PS-Cw-

2.5v% while PS-C6o-lv% continues to show improvement greater than that of the unfilled

system. In fact, while PS-C60-2.5 vol.% demonstrates a plateau in Young’s Modulus with

draw ratio near 4 GPa, unfilled PS continues to increase up to 5.5 GPa at X=lS while PS-

C60-1 vol.% reaches 6.0 GPa at the same draw ratio.

Trends seen for Young’s Modulus become even more obvious for the ultimate

tensile strength (Figure IV-4c). At draw ratios of 5 and higher, PS-C60-2.5v% shows

marked deterioration of the strain and especially stress to failure. While PS-Coo-lv%

shows some improvement in ultimate tensile strength, the strain-to-failure is essentially

unchanged, leading to little change in the energy required to fracture the specimen.

Larger draw ratios show a deviation from universal enforcement by C60. At draw

ratios greater than 2.5, the polystyrene film bearing 2.5v% C60 shows a decrease in

Young’s modulus, strain-to-failure, and ultimate tensile strength. A reduction in the

tensile modulus is often indicative of phase separation, leading to stress concentration at

the phase interface. In the case of C60, even strong interfacial contact with the matrix

would be insufficient to provide a significant tensile modulus increase, as the extremely

small fullerene particles lack the high aspect ratio that is the norm for traditional fillers,

making an aggregate of C60 incapable of withstanding even a moderate tensile stress. The

notion of strain-induced phase separation is reinforced when one examines the

interparticle gap in the blend. The average interparticle gap for a volume fraction of 2.5%

is 1.36 nm. If the particles in the composite move relative to one another in an affine

fashion during orientation, then two particles oriented perpendicular to the stretch
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direction would decrease their interparticle gap during hot drawing. In fact, at a draw

ratio of 4, close to the drop-off in tensile properties, the calculated interparticle gap is less

than the particle radius. This suggests that forced particle motion during processing may

promote phase separation, leading to erosion of mechanical performance.

IV.D. Conclusion

Buckminsterfullerene demonstrates a complex behavior when used as an additive

for linear polystyrene. Like some other nanoparticulate fillers, C60 introduces a layer of

free volume around the particle surface that increases polymer chain mobility, decreasing

Tg and increasing er in many cases. However, the high modulus of C60 leads to an

increase in the bulk and tensile moduli of the composite material. Additionally, the very

small radius leads to small interparticle gaps that have consequences for particle-particle

interaction.
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Chapter V: Dispersion of hyperbranched polyethylene in

polystyrene leading to improvements in stiffness and ductility

V.A. Introduction

A route to the controlled branching of polyethylene was described by Guan et

al102 in 1999. By controlling the monomer pressure during polymerization, the rate of

occurrence of chain-growth steps is controlled.103 In the intervening time between chain

additions, the active radical is free to isomerize, moving randomly along the chain by a

process referred to as chain-walking. According to this mechanism, a chain grown under

low monomer pressure (PELP) has been found to have greater branching, and a dendritic-

type structure. In the present work, the addition of PELP to linear polystyrene (PS) is

studied to understand how the polymer-particle interaction gives rise to changes in the

equilibrium thermal, as well as non—equilibrium mechanical properties of the composite.

Polyethylene is generally considered to be immiscible in polystyrene, but Mackay et al.'0

demonstrated that these hyperbranched PE macromolecules can be stably dispersed,

provided a sufficiently high molecular weight of polystyrene is used.

Studies of particle addition to polymers for reinforcement in the literatures' 14’ 29'

104406 and in the present work have tended to focus on higher modulus, rigid fillers added

to a weaker polymer matrix. In this case, however, the particle additive is quite soft,

while still having a defined, branched structure and a radius, a, of 11 nm which is less

than the polymer radius of gyration. While this larger size is still within the general limit

for particle dispersion defined by Mackay et al.10 (a < Rg) it does have consequences for

other key characteristics of the nanocomposite. Notably, the interparticle gap, h, of a

3.2v% blend of PELP in PS is greater than the R8 of the polymer. This means that the
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polymer is not confined between the particles and is more free to assume its equilibrium,

unfilled conformation than a polymer in a confined state would be.

V.B. Experimental

Polystyrene standards were purchased from Scientific Polymer Products (Ontario,

NY) with MW: 393,400 Da and Mw/Mn=1.16. Branched polyethylene chains were

generously provided by Zhibin Guan and synthesized according to a previously reported

method.102 Linear polymer/nanoparticle blends were made by dissolving both the linear

polymer and nanoparticle in a mutual solvent, THF. The solution was then dripped into a

mutual non-solvent, methanol, where the polymer and nanoparticles rapidly precipitated,

forming an intimately mixed, homogeneous dispersion of nanoparticles in the linear

polymer.43 After removing the majority of the liquid from the sample by decanting and

vacuum filtration with copious methanol rinsing, the blend was dried for a week in an

oven at 50 °C and under rough vacuum. Sample processing and characterization

techniques were identical to those described in section II.B.

V.C. Results & Discussion

V.C.1.Equilibrium Thermal Analysis

The glass transition temperature (T8) is an indicator of polymer chain mobility in

amorphous polymers. More mobile chains require less thermal energy to initiate the

Brownian motion of 20 to 50 carbon atoms that is characteristic of a material above its

Tg.24 This transition is sensitive to the polymer’s chemical structure and molecular

weight, as well as the environment in which it is located. Studies have shown that placing

a polymer in a thin film, pore, or other confined geometry alters its conformation

sufficiently to change the Tg.”27 One possible route to increase chain mobility is an
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increase of free volume. As obstacles to motion are reduced, especially by the

introduction of unoccupied area (free volume), the thermal energy needed to initiate free

motion of the amorphous chains is decreased, leading to a reduction in the glass transition

temperature.

The glass transition temperature as measured by DSC of PS-PELP blends is found

to be lower than that of the unfilled matrix polymer. For measured blends with volume

fractions between 1.3v% and 6.4v%, the Tg is reduced relative to PS by 1.72 i 0.61 0C.

The trends in glass transition temperature with PELP addition to PS confirm a number of

expectations. First, the glass transition temperature of the PELP is well below 0 °C,

although the thermal behavior of the hyperbranched PE macromolecule and its Tg is

somewhat difficult to ascertain with certainty. The low Tg of this filler material is

expected to, and does, decrease the Tg of the blend. In addition to the low Tg of the filler,

PS and PE are known to have a weak, or even repulsive interaction. This negative

interaction generates a weak interface, permitting chain mobility.

In addition to the change in Tg, other features of the DSC trace (Figure V-l) reveal

information about the particle/polymer blend. Hyperbranched PE shows a large

endothermic peak at ca. -33 °C. This transition is not clearly apparent for the l.3v%

blend, but a small peak is noticeable for the 6.4v% blend. This suggests, but does not

guarantee46 that 1.3v% blend is well-dispersed, while the 6.4v% blend seems to indicate

the possibility of phase separation in the blend.
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Figure V-l. DSC traces of pure PELP and blends of PELP with linear PS. Phase separation

becomes apparent in the DSC trace for the 5% blend.

The overall compressibility of the system and its volumetric response to changes

in temperature and pressure are sensitive to internal structure and the presence of void

space. Engineering properties of interest that can be derived from PVT data are the bulk

modulus, K = -V(6P/6V)T, and the coefficient of thermal expansion,47 or = V'1(6V/6T)p.

Analysis of the volumetric response of PS-PELP blends to temperature and pressure is

consistent with expectations based on intuition about the component particles. The

hyperbranched polyethylene shares the low Tg of other ethylene based polymers.

However, likely due to the steric effects of branching, PELP appears to be hindered in its

ability to crystallize at room temperature. Consequently, at ambient conditions and above
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the sample is a liquid and is expected to have a very low modulus. This expectation is

confirmed by measurements of the bulk modulus of PS-PELP blends as a function of

increasing PELP content (Figure V-2). The modulus decreases quickly, falling by 18% at

a 3.2v% loading of PELP. At higher loadings, the modulus increases, consistent with the

observation made by DSC that phase segregation becomes prevalent at the higher

concentration. The decrease in K0 is quite significant in magnitude. While PELP is

expected to have a very low bulk modulus, the reduction observed is greater than that

expected for a material with bulk modulus of zero.
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Figure V-2. Bulk modulus and thermal expansivity of a polystyrene/hyperbranched

polyethylene nanoparticle blend. The PELP decreases the modulus and increases the

thermal expansivity as expected for a system with little chemical interaction. Similar trends

are seen in the bulk modulus both above and below the glass transition temperature.
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In lieu of the seemingly unphysical conclusion that the bulk modulus of PELP is

negative, the system can be viewed as having a layer of free volume surrounding the

approximately spherical PELP macromolecules. The void space may be considered to

have an infinite compressibility (Ko'l) and for lack of a better estimate of the

compressibility of PELP, we also assume infinite compressibility for the dendritic PE.

Based on these estimates and the known K0 of unfilled PS, the bulk modulus of the

composite can be used to estimate a lower limit of the free volume in the sample based on

a volumetric average of the bulk moduli of the PS, PELP, and free volume, following the

method described in section II.C.l. For the stable PELP loadings of 1.3v% and 3.2v%,

the calculated size of the excluded volume layer is 3.2 nm and 12.6 nm thick,

respectively. It is more likely, however, that the free volume is more evenly distributed

throughout the material rather than being located exclusively at the particle surface. In

fact, calculations of free volume may be interpreted as diffuse regions of low density,

rather than a full region of absolute void space. In either case, the estimate of the free

volume is 2v% and 15v% at PELP loadings of 1.3v% and 3.2v%, respectively.

The view of the system as one having a high amount of void space is supported by

the trend in thermal expansivity. Systems with high free volume and mobility have been

identified as having increased values of 01.4952 For the PELP/PS blend, the thermal

expansivity shows a maximum at 3.2v%, concurrent with the minimum in KO at the same

volume fraction.

The decrease in the bulk modulus suggests a porous, free volume laden structure

of the nanocomposite. Additionally, the material also becomes more favored towards

dilation with the addition of PELP. This is reflected by the increase in the free energy
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anharrnonicity, K1 with PELP content (Figure V-3). This trend emphasizes the

unfavorable interaction between the PS matrix and the PE filler, with the blend showing

an energetic preference toward dilation — increasing the PS to PELP separation — rather

than compression. The internal pressure, P,-, is the sensitivity of the internal energy to

changes in volume and is sensitive to porosity, or free volume in the material. An

increase in free volume is expected to decrease the volumetric dependence of internal

energy as the mean nearest-neighbor spacing increases. This behavior is observed for the

PS-PELP blend, with internal pressure decreasing by as much as 30%.
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Figure V-3. The free volume asymmetry number, and internal pressure as function of PELP

volume fraction in PS 393 kD. The free volume asymmetry number is increased with

nanoparticle addition, suggesting an increased energetic penalty to compression as

compared to dilation. The internal pressure is decreased by particle addition, consistent

with a decrease in the strength of intermolecular interactions.
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V.C.2.Non-Equilibrium Tensile Behavior

While dilatometric measures of bulk modulus reflect a volumetric average of the

overall sample composition and the interaction between components, the solid state

tensile behavior is largely dominated by the state of the continuous matrix. Therefore, a

soft filler that weakens the composite when tested in compression may lead to a reduction

in bulk modulus but an increase in the tensile modulus. This may occur if the expulsion

of the matrix polymer from the vicinity of the filler causes the polymer to be more rigid

due to its tendency to shrink away from the unfavorable filler environment. Efforts by the

polymer to avoid the unfavorable particle interface may lead to the chains being strained

beyond their normal equilibrium state. While this chain stretch would not be in any

particular orientation, the strained state could lead to some increase in Young’s Modulus,

E. Additionally, the already strained polymer should be susceptible to orientation by a hot

drawing process, increasing the modulus relative to the undrawn case or an equivalently

drawn, but neutral environment chain. A study of the Young’s Modulus as a function of

the hot draw ratio, it, for PS samples with and without PELP addition reveals this type of

behavior.

The Young’s Modulus of the undrawn sample increases from 2.37 to 2.85 GPa

(20%) by the addition of 3.2v% PELP (Figure V-4a). The PELP laden sample is highly

sensitive to orientation in the low draw ratio regime, increasing in E by 35% at a hot draw

ratio of 1.5. By comparison, the unfilled polymer does not increase in E by that much

until a draw ratio of more than 2.5. While the strained nature of the chains seems to make

them easier to align, it does not appear to improve the maximum alignment, or a least the
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maximum Young’s Modulus that can be achieved by the hot drawing process. In fact, at

the higher draw ratios the modulus of the PELP filled PS is similar to, or slightly less

than, the unfilled polymer. The stiffening effect seen for Young’s Modulus is also

observed for the ultimate tensile strength (Figure V-4b), albeit to a lesser degree.
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Figure V-4. The Young's Modulus (a), strain to failure (b), ultimate tensile strength (c), and

tensile energy to break (d) of hot-drawn PS 393 kD with 3v% PELP as a function of hot

draw ratio. All four key tensile properties are increased at draw ratios less than five. At

higher draw ratios, the behavior of the matrix dominates and the composite follows the

tensile properties of unfilled polystyrene.
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In addition to changes in Young’s Modulus, changes in the strain—to-failure (8f)

and mode of failure in simple tension are observed. The alignment induced by the hot

drawing process is known to increase 8f for unfilled PS. At low hot draw ratios, PS fails

by an abrupt, brittle fracture mechanism at a very low strain value, which increases

slightly across the low draw ratio regime. Beyond a critical processing threshold, the

failure occurs by a ductile mechanism, characterized by neck formation and failure at

much higher strain values. For the test and processing conditions of the present study,

that transition occurs for unfilled PS at A _>_ 2. The PS-PELP blend undergoes a similar

shift in tensile failure mechanism, but at a hot draw ratio of 1.5. The stress-strain curves

of unfilled PS and PS-PELP 3.2v%, each processed to a hot draw ratio of 1.5 are shown

in Figure V-5. The two samples show the classic stress-strain curves for their respective

failure modes. The unfilled polymer fails abruptly and completely at a low strain value

after a monotonic increase in stress. The ductile PS-PELP blend shows a maximum stress

at a strain similar to [if of the unfilled polymer. This stress maximum occurs at the yield

point and is indicative of the onset of necking. After the constant stress necking process

has propagated across the length of the specimen, a strain hardening process occurs

before final rupture.
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Figure V-S. Stress-strain curves for polystyrene with (green diamonds) and without (black

circles) PELP, each processed to a hot-draw ratio of 1.5. The PELP induces ductile failure

under conditions for which the unfilled polymer fails by a brittle mechanism at low strains.

In addition to shifting the critical hot draw ratio needed to induce ductility, the

addition of PELP increases 8f at all draw ratios up to 2.5 by as much as 825% relative to

the unfilled polymer (Figure V-4b). Both of these effects reflect the low modulus of PELP

and weak interaction at the interface between PS and PELP. This weak interface, which

has been previously evaluated by trends in KO, permits an avenue for stress relief in the

PS matrix. The even special distribution of these sites for stress relief throughout the

sample allows the material to distribute stress evenly throughout the sample, permitting

larger deformations. In the absence of these stress relief sites, internal stresses become

concentrated at a single sample flaw or cross-sectional area minimum. Eventually, the
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accumulation of stress at this location gives rise to failure at lower deformations than

would be expected if stress were more evenly distributed.

At the higher draw ratios PELP is less effective at improving sample ductility.

With the continuous matrix more oriented by the hot drawing process, tensile stress is

propagated more directly along the polymer chain backbone. In this case, the matrix is

less capable of distributing stress to the matrix-filler interface and the 8f of the blend is

dominated by the continuous phase.

V.D. Conclusion

Hyperbranched polyethylene macromolecules (PELP) can be well-dispersed in

linear PS. Like other nanoparticle fillers, the addition of PELP at low volume fractions

has been shown by DSC and PVT to increase the free volume and mobility of the

material due to the poor interaction between PS and PELP. The increase in free volume is

reflected by a decrease of the bulk modulus of nearly 20%. Estimates of the free volume

fraction from the bulk modulus indicate that the free volume fraction is as much as five

times the particle volume fraction. This free volume appears to be well—dispersed and

leads to an increase in polymer mobility, and therefore, ductility rather than nucleating

stress concentrations.

The unfavorable polymer-particle interaction is also found to cause chain strain in

the polymer, which leads to an increase in the tensile modulus, an unexpected

observation based on the addition of a low modulus material to one of higher modulus

and the observed free volume increase. The increase in tensile modulus (E) and the

decrease in bulk modulus (K) suggest a change in the shear modulus (G) as well. Based
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on the well known relation between the moduli for the three modes of strain, an estimate

can be attained for the shear modulus with and without PELP addition.

Eq. 22 E" = (3G)" + (910‘1

For a 3% loading of PELP in PS, the shear modulus at 50 °C is expected to increase by

ca. 20%.
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Chapter VI: Rigid nanoparticle inclusion with polystyrene

VLA. Introduction

A class of nanoparticles that has garnered a great deal of attention for behavior

peculiar to their nanometer size is semiconductor nanocrystals, also know as quantum

dots. A particularly interesting and well-studied semi-conductor crystal type is II-VI

semiconductors, such as CdS and CdSe. These materials have shown variation in a

number of material properties based on the size of the crystal which includes a shift in

band gap,107 melting temperature,108 and pressure required to induce a transformation in

the crystalline structure.109 This peculiar behavior arises from the quantum-confined

nature of the semiconductor crystal. The potential functionality of these materials has

110-113 ll4-ll6

garnered interest for potential use as light-emitting diodes, photovoltaic cells,

and bio—sensors.117 In addition to these potential applications, these particles are attractive

for composite formulation due to their small, well-defined size, rigid composition, and

the ability to coat them with a variety of stabilizing layers.”8’ “9

VI.B. Experimental

Polystyrene standards were purchased from Scientific Polymer Products (Ontario,

NY) with MW: 393,400 Da and Mw/Mn=1.16. CdSe-pyr nanoparticles were generously

provided by Michael Wong at Rice University. Linear polymer/nanoparticle blends were

made by dissolving both the linear polymer and nanoparticle, which was originally in

solution with pyridine, in a mutual solvent, THF. This quaternary solution was then

dripped into a mutual non-solvent, water, where the polymer and nanoparticles rapidly

precipitated, forming an intimately mixed, homogeneous dispersion of nanoparticles in

the linear polymer.43 After removing the majority of the liquid from the sample by
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decanting and vacuum filtration with copious water rinsing, the blend was dried for a

week in an oven at 50 °C and under rough vacuum. Sample processing and

characterization techniques were identical to those described in section H.B. Samples for

TEM were embedded in Polybed 812, which was prepared and cured according to the

manufacturer’s instructions. Thin section of the bulk samples were cut with an

ultramictome and samples were observed and photographed with a JEOL 100 CXII.

VLC. Results & Discussion

The glass transition temperature observed by DSC is an indicator of polymer

chain mobility and may reveal signs of phase separation in a particle-polymer blend. In

the case of PS blended with CdSe-pyr, the glass transition temperature is decrease by 1.0

to 1.5 °C with O.9v% to 1.0v% loading of particles. This indicates that the mobility of the

polymer is increased by the particle addition. This is likely due to weak adhesion between

the particle and polymer which leads to a region of low polymer density near the particle

surface.

The tensile behavior of a PS-CdSe-pyr blend is interesting due to the rigid

structure of the particle and its intermediate size. Previous studies of the tensile behavior

of nanoparticle filled polymers have been limited to particles that were of similar (PSNP,

Chapter 11:) or lower (PELP, Chapter V:) modulus than the matrix polymer, or had a size

that was much smaller than the Kuhn segment length (C60, Chapter IV:) of the matrix.

The comparison to the previously described particles is complicated, however, by the

presence of a chemical stabilizing layer attached to the particle. This layer permits the

particle to be dissolved in solution, allowing blending with the matrix, but provides an

obstacle at the polymer-particle interface. This interface has been shown to be weak in
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other nanoparticle systems, often associated with a layer of free volume around the

particle. This has been attributed to both poor polymer-particle interaction and geometric

restrictions to efficient packing near the particle surface.

The Young’s modulus of PS and PS blended with 0.9v% CdSe-pyr is shown in

(Figure VI-la). The tensile modulus of the polymer particle blend is nearly 50% greater

than for the unfilled polymer. While a modulus increase in expected with the addition of

a rigid filler, the observed increase is not necessarily due to the rigidity of the filler. A

larger, softer particle filler (PELP) was shown to increase the modulus similarly, an effect

attributed to polymer chain strain at the polymer-particle interface due to a negative

interaction. Another filler of similar size to the present system but lower modulus was

observed to bring about a similar increase in E, attributed to the close proximity of the

particles to one another, complicating chain extension under stress by the additional

friction of the filler. In that case, the interparticle center-to-center distance was 22.4 nm,

less than twice the Rg of the matrix polymer. The interparticle center-to-center distance of

the present case is 23.0 nm, still less than twice the Rg of the matrix.
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Figure VI-l. The Young's Modulus (a), strain to failure (b), ultimate tensile strength (c),

and tensile energy to break (d) of hot-drawn PS 393 kD with lv% CdSe-pyr as a function of

hot draw ratio. The modulus and tensile strength are both increased at all draw ratios less

than five. The strain to failure and tensile energy are increased at moderate (2 to 2.5) draw

ratios but unchanged from the unfilled polymer under other processing conditions.

  

Like the unfilled polymer, the polymer-particle blend shown an increase in E

with increasing it. This is a natural consequence of the alignment process and reaches a

plateau at high it for the filled and unfilled polymer, which both show a similar high draw

ratio plateau in modulus. The modulus of the particle filled system, however, increases

much more quickly than the neat polymer. The CdSe-pyr particles improve the modulus
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by as much as 100% over the unfilled polymer at an equivalent draw ratio. However, the

maximum achievable value of Young’s Modulus is not change significantly by CdSe-pyr

inclusion. This supports the idea that the observed enhancement is caused by a change in

the matrix polymer rather than the inherent rigidity of the additive. This is likely due to

poor adhesion between the matrix and filler, hindering stress transfer across the interface.

It is possible that this adhesion could be improved by the used of a different stabilizing

ligand.”8' 120. 121

Experience with a different nanoparticle system suggests that the use of a

compatible ligand may improve adhesion enough to bring about increases in modulus.

Cross-linked polystyrene nanoparticles (PSNP) are chemically similar to PS, suggesting

that adhesion between the two species would be favorable. The particle themselves are

intramolecularly cross-linked, having an aver coordination number of 2.2. This creates a

higher modulus filler with a favorable particle—polymer interaction, leading to an increase

in the maximum Young’s Modulus of 20% greater than the unfilled polymer.

The poor adhesion between the particle and matrix has consequences for the

strain—to-failure in tension (Figure VI-lb). This weak interaction causes a layer of low

density to form around the particle. While this region is ill-suited to transferring stress

from the matrix to the filler for reinforcement, it does act as a soft region for stress relief.

The effective range of ductility enhancement is limited, however, by the rigidity of the

particle, with 8f enhancement occurring primarily for hot draw ratios between 2 and 2.5

before conforming to the behavior of unfilled PS.

TEM rrricrographs indirectly support the conclusion of a weak particle-polymer

interaction. Samples of drawn and undrawn PS-CdSe-pyr films were prepared for
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observation by TEM to observe the influence of hot drawing on particle dispersion.

However, the particles were so poorly adhered to the matrix that the ultramicrotomy

process generated aggregates of CdSe-pyr particles and aligned them normal to the

direction of cutting, or parallel to the knife edge. This orientation was observed

regardless of sample processing, and specifically for the undrawn film (Figure VI-2). This

suggests that the loose adhesion of the particle to the polymer permitted the

ultramicrotome knife to dislodge the particles, depositing them periodically as the knife

moved across the sample surface. While not informative about the dispersion or

orientation of the particles, this does confirm the poor state of adhesion of the particle to

the polymer matrix.
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Figure VI-2. TEM micrograph of CdSe-pyr in PS. The wrinkles in the film are a familiar

artifact of ultramicrotomy, reflecting imperfections in the knife edge. The particles are

oriented perpendicular to these striations, suggesting that the particles are disturbed during

the microtomy process and deposited intermittently as the knife moves across the sample.

 

VI.D. Conclusion

Blends of CdSe nanocrystals stabilized with a pyridine ligand were blended with

linear polystyrene and characterized according to their thermal and mechanical behaviors.

Similar to other nanoparticle-polymer blends, the interface between the particle and

polymer is found to be quite weak, leading to a decrease in the glass transition

temperature and modest improvement of the strain-to—failure for solid samples tested in

tension. The Young’s Modulus of the blend is greater than the unfilled polymer processed
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to the same conditions, but does not exceed the maximum value for the unfilled polymer.

The failure of the rigid particle to increase the modulus of the composite beyond the

maximum for the polymer is attributed to poor stress transfer across the particle-polymer

interface.
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Chapter VII: Conclusions

Blends of polystyrene with four different classes of nanoparticles have been

investigated to better understand the particle-polymer interaction and its significance for

mechanical property enhancement. Cross-linked polystyrene nanoparticles (PSNP) are

used as an enthalpically simple system with moderate particle stiffness.

Buckminsterfullerenes (C60) are rigid, high modulus particles with a size scale much

smaller than PSNP. Hyperbranched polyethylene macromolecules (PELP) are a low

modulus filler with an unfavorable interaction with PS and a size on the order of the PS

chains’ Rg. Finally, pyridine stabilized cadmium selenide nanocrystals are rigid particles

with a size scale comparable to PSNP.

Generally, the particle inclusion increased polymer mobility and free volume.

This is observed through decreases in the glass transition temperature, bulk modulus, and

internal pressure, as well as increases in the free energy anharmonicity, and strain-to-

failure for a sample in tension. In fact, the particles behave in a manner similar to a good

solvent, increasing polymer chain mobility and ductility. Neutron scattering results

confirm this, showing the chains to swell the polymer matrix, increasing the Rg and

changing the chain conformation from that of a random coil with a Gaussian distribution

to a swollen coil. The free volume layer size is dependent on particle size, increasing with

increasing particle size (Figure VII—la). The ratio of free volume to particle volume is

less dependent on particle size (Figure VII-1b), having values of 1.5 to 3 for the studied

systems in the melt state. The exception to this trend is C60 in PS, which leads to a free

volume fraction approximately 13 times greater than the included particle fraction.
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Figure VII-1. The calculated free volume layer size (a) and free volume fraction relative to particle

volume fraction (b) for nanoparticles for four different sizes. The free volume thickness associated

with the particle addition increases with particle size. With the exception of the extreme case of C60

(a = 0.38 nm), the ratio of free volume to particle volume is independent of particle size.

The details of the size, loading, and type of particle introduce other nuances to the

polymer-particle behavior. Bulk modulus increases have been observed for many

systems, although this increase is rarely beyond the maximum value for the matrix. This

suggests a different mode for nanocomposite property enhancement that that of tradition,

macroscale composites. The nanoscale additive improves the behavior of the composite

by changing the conformation of the matrix polymer, rather than simply by transferring

stress to the particle. The increased ductility and, sometimes, stiffness leads to a general

observation of increase in the materials’ ability to dissipate energy, its toughness. This

supports the application of nanoparticles as additives for improving engineering

materials.
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Appendix A. Notes on PVT Analysis

Specific Volume Measurements: A simple probe of free volume in a sample is

to measure its specific volume under ambient conditions. Deviations in the observed

specific volume (Vobs) from predictions based on relative composition (Vprcd) and specific

volume of each pure species may indicate a more or less tightly packed system. This can

be quantified by the Excess Volume Fraction, measure of the free volume fraction.

Eq. 23 (pexcess = (Vobs - Vpred)/Vobs

The measured specific volume and the corresponding Excess Volume Fraction are shown

in Figure A-l. While trends can be readily observed in the specific volume, the changes

in Excess Volume Fraction are not beyond the error of measurement.
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Figure A-l. The measured specific volume (a) of polystyrene-nanoparticle blends. Blends of

polystyrene with nanoparticles follow close to a rule-of-mixtures type trend for specific

volume. The deviation from that trend is apparent in the Excess Free Volume (b) for which

a positive value represents the presence of free volume in the blend. It must be noted that

the measurement technique is very subject to environmental variations and small changes

in free volume may not be apparent in specific volume measurements.
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Free Volume Calculation From Bulk Modulus: The bulk modulus of a

nanoparticle linear polymer blend provides information about the presence of free

volume in the composite. If a value of the bulk modulus for the nanoparticles is assumed,

a relative amount of free volume present in the sample can be computed based on a

volumetric average of the moduli of the three components: the continuous PS (c),

particulate filler (p), and free volume (f).

59-24 1=<Pc+(Pp+(Pf

Eq. 25 Ko=<ppKo.p+<pcKo..

The known bulk modulus of the composite, K0, and the nominal volume fraction of filler,

(p1,, p, can be used to calculate the free volume fraction.

ECl- 26 (Pa. pzvp/(Vp + Vc)

Eq- 27 (pr = 1 — Ko[(l-<pn,p)Ko. c + <1)... 1. K0, 1.1"

If one assumes that the free volume is concentrated in an even layer around the particle,

with a radius a, the free volume layer thickness, If, can also be calculated.

Eq. 28 11 = a map. + <1») cppz >"3 / 1)..) — 11

The free volume sizes of certain blends have been discussed previously. Values

for each particle type and concentration are presented below.
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Table A-1: Values of free volume layer sizes based on the bulk moduli of composites

at 200 °C
 

Nanoparticle Blends with PS 393 kDa

Particle ¢ Hm“)

PSNP 78kD 1.0% 1.98 :I: 0.31

PSNP 78kD 2.5% 0.95 :I: 0.45

PSNP 78kD 5.0% 1.16 :I: 0.42

PSNP 211kD 1.0% 2.63 :I: 0.40

PSNP 211kD 2.0% 1.65 :I: 0.52

050 0.50/0 0.90 :t 0.11

C60 1 0% 0.42 :t: 0.23

C50 2.5% 0.39 :I: 0.24

C60 5.0% 0.43 :t 0.22

PELP 1.3% 4.69 :I: 1.43

PELP 3.2% 13.45 :I: 0.80

PELP 6.4% 3.37 :I: 1 .76

The Tait Equation: The empirical Tait equation has been used to model the PVT

behavior of polymer in both the melt and glass statessz’ 122425

Eq. 29 1-VN0=Cln (1+P/B)

The parameter C is a constant with a value of 0.0894, V0 is the initial volume at ambient

pressure, and B is a function of temperature given by Eq. 30.

Eq. 30 B(T) = Bo exp (B, T)

While some effort has been made to associate theoretical importance to the empirical

parameters,126 the values are reported primarily for completeness of comparison to other

such characterized polymer systems.
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Table A-2: Tait EOS parameters in the melt state of polymer/nanoparticle blends

Nanoparticle Blends with PS 393 kD

 

Bo

Particle 6 (MPa) 31 x103 (°C")

Unfilled PS 0.0% 214.9 3.235

PSNP 78kD 1.0% 219.5 3.451

PSNP 78kD 2.5% 216.4 3.369

PSNP 78kD 5.0% 211.2 3.172

PSNP 211kD 1.0% 225.3 3.529

PSNP 211kD 2.0% 220.1 3.410

060 0.5% 21 1 .3 3.704

060 1.0% 210.2 3.035

060 2.5% 212.4 2.971

060 5.0% 353.0 5.799

PELP 1.3% 206.7 3.194

PELP 3.2% 200.6 3.756

PELP 6.4% 202.7 3.308

 

The Coefficient of Thermal Expansivity: The coefficient of thermal expansion

has been used as an indicator of the system’s free volume. Simha and Boyer"9 suggested

that thermal expansivity in the glassy state was due entirely to occupied volume (01g 2

010cm). The increase in the coefficient of thermal expansion in the melt state was

attributed to thermal expansivity due to free volume:

Eq. 31

This allowed the difference between coefficients of thermal expansion in the melt or

glass states to provide a relative measure of system free volume. In later work Dlubek,5 I

and later Kilburn,127 used the Simha-Somcynski equation of state (S-S eos) hole fraction

to separately determine the specific free (Vf = h V) and occupied (VOCC = (l-h)V) volumes

where h is the statistical hole fraction in the melt state. From these quantities, the
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coefficients of thermal expansion of the free volume in the glass and melt states were

determined by

Eq. 32 afig = vg"(6V./ 6r) (T<Tg)

Eq. 33 a... = Vg“(av,/ 6T) (T>Tg)

It is shown in these studies that 01g is significantly greater than aoccm and am— 01g <

01m, contrary to the earlier work of Simha and Boyer. Each of these studies are

confounded by the difficulty in measuring 01 in the glassy state. The restricted mobility of

materials in their glassy state means that external conditions, especially pressure, are not

necessarily transferred uniformly throughout the sample. This stress transfer is a time

dependent process and often exceeds the time-scale of measurement. While some

empirical relations, specifically the Tait equation, have been successful in modeling the

PVT surface in the glassy state, true thermodynamic conclusions should generally not be

drawn from PVT behavior of the glassy state.

The Simha-Somcynsky (S-S) equation of state: Several equations of state have

been proposed to model the behavior of polymer melts,125‘ 12“” but one of the most

successful and widely used131 has been the Simha-Somcynsky (S-S) equation of state.38

The melt is described in this model as an amorphous assembly of chain segments that

occupy a lattice with a certain fraction (h) of unoccupied sites, representative of free

volume within the melt. The thermodynamic properties of the melt are characterized by

three key parameters: the maximum interaction energy between two chain segments (8*),

the segmental repulsion volume (v*), and the number of volume-dependent external

degrees of freedom (3c). In turn, the characteristic pressure, volume, and temperature are

defined as
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Eq. 34 P“ = zqe*/(sv*); 7* = zqe*/(Rc); v“ = WM,

where R is the universal gas constant, 3 is the number of chain segments, M,- is the molar

segmental mass, z is the lattice coordination number (2 =12), and zq = s(z—2)+2. These

characteristic parameters, P‘, V*, and T’ scale their respective physical parameters, P, V,

and T to produce a universal, reduced 13- V-T surface.

Table A-3: Simha-Somcynsky EOS parameters in the melt state of

polymer/nanoparticle blends

Nanoparticle Blends with PS 393 kD
  

 

4; P* (MPa) v* (cm3/g) T* (K)

Unfilled PS 0.0% 826.6 0.9486 11946.7

PSNP 78kD 1.0% 830.5 0.9505 11805.9

PSNP 78kD 2.5% 847.1 0.9489 11644.8

PSNP 78kD 5.0% 837.3 0.9459 11817.6

PSNP 211kD 1.0% 861.7 0.9506 11638.1

PSNP 211kD 2.0% 840.9 0.9501 11797.6

C60 0.5% 831.8 0.9448 1 1255.9

060 1.0% 825.2 0.9456 12051.8

060 2.5% 830.2 0.9404 12168.7

C60 5.0% 824.3 0.9261 12149.8

PELP 1.3% 819.4 0.9471 11795.1

PELP 3.2% 819.8 0.9472 10993.8

PELP 6.4% 799.1 0.9656 11700.1

 

The S-S eos is based on the free energy function, F, defined as

Eq. 35 F: 1311271710273]

The free volume fraction, 11, is a function of the reduced temperature and volume, which

arises from the minimization of the free energy at a given temperature and pressure:

Eq. 36 (6F/6h)v,1 = 0

and the reduced pressure is described as:
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Eq. 37 15 = 4613761717

The solution to the reduced pressure term yields the first of two equations that constitute

the equation of state:

Eq. 38 PV/T": (1-77)'l+2 yQ2(1.011 Q2 — 1.2045)/T~

where y is the occupied site fraction (l—y = h), Q = (1217)", and r7 = 2‘1’6yQ1/3. The free

energy minimization yields the second equation:

Eq. 39 3c[(77 — 1/3)/(1 — 77) — yQ2(3.033 Q2 - 2.409)/6T‘]+(1 — s) — (s/y)ln(l — y) = 0

The statistical hole fraction, h, is computed from the S-S eos and presented as a

function of particle volume fraction (Figure A-2) for samples at 200 °C and 0 MPa. It is

interesting to note that all the samples show an increase in the hole fraction with

nanoparticle addition, regardless of the change in bulk modulus or coefficient of thermal

expansivity. It is counterintuitive that the statistical hole fraction, h, increases, regardless

of the relative change in bulk modulus or thermal expansivity. This may indicate that free

volume is introduced around the exterior of all nanoparticles. However, changes in

physical properties may be due to the way in which the occupied volume is filled.

Different nanoparticles may differently affect the packing of the polymer chains outside

the excluded volume region.
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Appendix B. Additional Tensile Data

In addition to the low loadings (lv%) presented in Chapter II:, the tensile

 

behavior of 5v% blends of PSNP has also been measured (Figure B-l). The behavior

tends to be similar to the 1v% loading described previously.
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Figure B-l. The Young's Modulus (a), strain to failure (b), ultimate tensile strength (c), and

tensile energy to break (d) of hot-drawn PS 393 kD with PSNP as a function of hot draw

ratio. Blends of l % PSNP are represented by open symbols while blends of 5% PSNP are

represented by closed symbols. Larger PSNP species have very little effect on Young's

Modulus or ultimate tensile strength, while smaller (41 kD) particles increase these

properties for the unprocessed and slightly processed case. The ductility (b) is increased for

all cases at low draw ratios and at all draw ratios for PSNP 78 kD, which gives rise to an

increase in the material toughness (d).
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